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A Review of H. Richard Niebuhr's Christ and Culture for Christian Truth
Across Cultural Barriers at Princeton Theological Seminary, August 12, 1986
by Joe Castleberry.

In Christ and Culture
,

H. Richard Niebutfh. masterfully explores the

various options which have been taken through Church history in relation

to the question of proper Christian social ethics, or in other words, the

proper relationship between Christ and his Church and the world and culture.

Niebuht begins by clearly defining the problem of this relationship and

by clearly defining the two parties of the relationship. In defining Christ,

he cuts through all of the liberal definitions which attempt to inter-

pret Jesus in terms of singular virtues such as love in favor of inter-

preting Christ in terms of his relationship with God. Thus, Jesus is seen

to be the Son of God because of his position of absolute dependence, trust,

and obedience toward his Father. Because of his relationjto his Father, he

can love men as God does. Niebuhr defines culture, on the other hand,

as "the artificial environment" superimposed by man on the natural world.

Beyond this Niebuhr points out the chief characteristics of culture.

After coming to clear definitions, Niebuhr explores the options

available to Christians: Christ against culture (Tertullian)
,
Christ

of culture (Ritschl), Christ above culture (Aquinas), Christ and Culture

in paradox (Luther), and Christ the transformer of culture (Calvin), He

concludes, a la Kierkegaard, with an "unscientific postscript," in which

he points out that the conclusion of the problem cannot be made by

abstract speculation, but must be made by responsible subjects living

in the present moment, in the context of history—existentially, though

not individualistically

.



culture, ways to learn culture, and the implication learning a

new culture has on our lives.

CULTURE

What is culture anyway? An unabridged dictionary puts it

in these terms .

3

cul*ture, n. (Fr. culture ,
from L. culture , cultivation, care,

from cultus
, pp. of coleTF , to till)

1. the act or process of tilling and preparing the earth for crops;
cultivation of soil.
2. the raising, improvement, or development of some plant, animal,
or product.
3. the growth of bacteria or other microorganisms in a specially
prepared nourishing substance, as agar.
4. a colony of microorganisms thus grown.
5. improvement, refinement, or development by study, training, etc.
6. the training and refining of the mind, emotions, manners, taste, etc.
7. the result of this; refinement of thought, emotion,
manners, taste, etc.
8. the concepts, habits, skills, art, instruments, institutions,
etc. of a given people in a given period; civilization.

It is fascinating to note that most if not all of these

definitions deal specifically with growing things--the growing of

crops, animals
>
bacteria

,
etc., the growing involved in becoming

refined. It is only the last reference (#8) that is markedly different:

"the concepts, habits, skills, art, instruments, institutions, etc.,

of a given people in a given time.” And yet even these concepts, habits,

skills, art, instruments, and institutions are the result of growth

and change as they come from the life experience of people who over

the years have adapted to the world around them.

Dr. Thomas Brewster of Fuller School of World Mission describes

culture as knowledge .. .what you know... your "cognitive orientation."

Cultural Knowledge, Brewster proceeds, is made up of two parts:
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4
1) our World View and 2) our "Other" World View (Spiritual View)

.

How we organize these two aspects is also a part of our "cognitive

orientation." For instance, in the United States we make an effort

to distinctly separate our world view from our other world view (i.e.

separation of church and state)
,
while in other areas of the world

these two views are completely intermingled. Culture then is the

way a group views the world around them and how they view (as Paul

Tillich would say) "ultimate concern."
5

WHY LEARN CULTURE?

Why should Christian missionaries engage in learning another

culture? To answer this question we must look to the Lord Jesus

Christ. Jesus modeled an Incarnat ional ministry. Incarnation

ministry is described by John’s Gospel in one phrase: "The Word became

flesh and dwelt among us." ( John 1.14) Missionary anthropologist

Charles Kraft paraphrases, "The messenger became a real person and

lived on our turf and on our terms.

God came to us in Christ, taking the form of a human being.

Christ entered into solidarity with humanity. He shared our joys

and sorrows, tr iumphs and failures. Jesus communicated his message

through both his words and his life in our midst .

Dr. Thomas Brewster writes,

"A missionary is one who goes into the world to give people
an opportunity to belong to God’s family. He (or she) goes because
he (or she)... is a belonger in this most meaningful of relationships...
By my becoming a belonger here with you, God is inviting you through
me to belong to him.

The missionary's task thus parallels the incarnat ional model
established by Jesus who left heaven, where he belonged, and became
a belonger with humankind in order to draw people into a

belonging relationship with God." 7



A Short Review of Two Evangelical Responses to Contextualizat ion
,
by

Joe Castleberry for "Christian Truth Across Cultural Barriers," August
4

,
1986

In Contextualization of Theology
,
Bruce Fleming analyzes the phenomenon

of contextualization by stressing the definition of the term as it was defined

and used by those who coined the term— the TEF of the WCC.^ Fleming points

ML-
out that the coiners meant by the term was theologizing which takes "context"

A

(that of a secularizing, technologizing global scene) as its point of depar-

ture, rather than the Scriptures. He asserts that Evangelicals (NAE members?)

have used the term widely, without clearly coming to a new definition or

realizing the implications of the stated definition given by the TEF. He

believes that Evangelicals should eschew use of the term, preferring the term

"context-indigenization" to refer to what evangelical missionaries do under

the rubric of "Contextualization." He constructs a continuum to show the

breadth of theological cross-contextual activity, which is included on the ;i

attached page. His conclusion is that "true contextualization" can not be

and should not be done by those who hold to the infallibility of Scripture.

Bruce Nicholls takes a different approach in Contextualization: A Theology

of Gospel and Culture . While Nicholls recognizes the original definition of

the term, he still thinks that contextualization is a useful and necessary

category for missionary theologizing. Rather than coming up with a new category

like "context-indigenization," he prefers to divide contextualizers into two

groups: existential contextualizers, who usually reject any understanding

of objective, propositional revelation in favor of a dialogical interaction

between context and a relative, subjective revelation in Scripture; and

dogmatic contextualizers . who begin with an authoritative Biblical theology
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which is contextualized in given cultural situations. After discussing

the weaknesses of existential contextualization (primarily the vulnerability

to syncretism), Nichols presents a set of principles for dogmatic contex-

tualizers. Briefly these principles are (1) a lifestyle of faith-commitment,

(2) a recognition of the hermeneutical circle, (3) the body life of the

community of faith, and (4) the context of mission. Nicholls believes that

Evangelicals can indeed do "true contextualization" whereas those who reject

the infallibility of scripture usually can not.

Fleming and Nicholls have both produced useful and helpful analyses for

the Evangelical wing of the church. Fleming's work will be most useful for

the churches which are NAE members and will not cooperate with the WCC. These

evangelicals need to be challenged to make the gospel powerful to transform

society in cultures outside America, and Fleming has removed the stumbling

block of terminology by "indigenizing" contextualization to the NAE culture.

On the other hand, Nicholls has clearly pointed out a way for evangelicals

inside WCC denominations .to work effectively in the "political" situation

they are in, while remaining faithful to their view of Scripture. Both

writers have performed the necessary cross-culturally communicative task

of helping us to speak in the language of our communities, not creating

division, confusion, or stumbling blocks by the terms we use.



Notes and appendices

In this short paper I will attempt

This means that I will try not to define

be clear to my audience, and that I will

the sake of conciseness.

to be brief in order to say more,

terms or abbreviations which will

significantly sacrifice style for

technical

contextualization

popular

indigenization

context-
indigenizers iipdigenizati

Bible plus . . ,
"sola scriptura"

APPENDIX 1: Fleming^ continuum of missionary cross-cultural

theologizing
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‘The Visitor’s’ wordiv view hits

by Camille Thomas
The Packet Group

EAST WINDSOR — Watching

American television for the past three

months has taught Munde three very

important lessons about life in the

United States

"Americans are very concerned

about body odor, headaches are an

epidemic, and American cats arc a

special breed that eat gourmet food,

said Munde, Si* ffife'rgn exchange

teacher, also known as "the visitor
"

Munde spoke to a group of East

Windsor Regional school teachers and

guests about his experiences in Ameri-

ca during an in-service staff develop-

ment session on global awareness The

,

session was held at the Perry L Drew
School March 12.

[
'

Although Munde had a

sort-of-but-not-quite Indian accent, he

told the group he was from many
different countries. He said he came to

the U S. through a foreign exchange

program and was placed in a home in

suburban Michigan

For the past three months, the visitor

has been staying with the Smiths —
mother, father, sister Suzie and little

Bobby — a family that has helped him

learn more about U S culture.

\ ’“A^iiong the American customs with

which Munde said he has become
acquainted is "the ritual of the white

box where sustenance is gained" —
also referred to as getting food out of

the refrigerator.

However, breaking bread with the

Smiths — or any Americans for that

matter— was something Munde found

difficult to stomach.

"In my country we sit down (to eat)

for two or three hours and in America,

it is so fast you sometimes miss it," he

said.

Munde also learned the truth about

American greeting rituals after a

woman passed him on the sidewalk and

asked "How are you?”

"If I looked up she would be long

gone, " said the visitor. "Now I know
that How are you?’ doesn't mean

. 'How-arc- you?' It means 'hi,' a very . ;

ubiquitous hi.”

Aside from watching "mini fantasies

(commercials)" and "detergent con-

certs or American folk tales (soap

operas)" on daytime television, Munde
had the opportunity to visit a shopping

mall when the Smiths ran out of

toothpaste

home
When he and Mrs Smith amved at

the mall. Munde feared his driver

might need a new pair of glasses Their

destination was totally devoid of

vegetation and had been blacktopped,

and he thought it looked more like a

large "bee colony" than a place to

shop.

After they found a place to park "as

close to the building as possible for

some reason," Munde finally realized

they were in the right place

"We got ins|d?.and I saw they had

taken from the outside of the shopping

center all of the trees and vegetation

and put them inside," he said.

Once inside, they found the drug

store, purchased a tube of toothpaste

and returned home.

See VISITORS, page 4B

Visitors—
(Continued from page IB)

However, Munde could not under-

stand why Mrs. Smith removed the box
from the bag and the tube from the box,

just to throw the "box, the bag, the

staple and the receipt" into the trash

compactor

Wastefulness was not the only
American custom Munde found dis-

turbing during his stay

He recalled the time grandmother
Smith died and the family decided to

have grandfather placed in a nursing

home
"At the time it seemed only natural

that he would come and live with the

Smith family,” Munde told his au-

dience "After all, they help strangers

from halfway arouid the world that

they don't even know."
Nonetheless, grandfather Smith was

placed in the Eagle Rock Nursing
Home
Although Munde went to visit him

often, he did so with a heavy heart

Finally, he had to say something
about the way he felt.

.
VI do not understand it." Munde

recailed telling grandfather "You do

not need nursing and this is not a

home."
Grandfather responded, "We raise

our children to be independent, to be

individuals. When they are grown, we

can’t expect them to take us back.”

Equally as puzzling was the time

17-year-old Suzie was “accepted to the

college of her choice."

That choice happened to be in south-

ern California.

Munde questioned her as to why she

wanted to go there and not somewhere

closer to home. He also asked her if she

would miss her family.

Suzie responded, "Of course I'll

miss them, but I wan; to get away.”
Other American students were also

"a puzzlement," Munde said.

He found it distressing that students

from a country as strong and as free as

the United Stales would not take an

interest in geography.

Another disappointment was to see

that "poor people drive the big cars"

and that "rich people dress like the

poor,” he said.

Munde said he enjoyed his stay in

America, but was anxious to go back

and share his firsthand knowledge of

the Western world with his students in

his country.

"Amenta is a very exciting country

and very exotic." he said "You can

find anything here, and there are many

unexpected things to find."

After his presentation, Munde re-

moved the yellow tea cozy he wore as

a turban, changed from his blue

tunic-type shirt into a brown suit jacket

and confessed that he was actually Dr

Howard Shapiro, a professor with the

School For International Training, of

the Experiment in International Living

in Brattleboro. Vt.

Following his presentation, the au-

dience divided into small groups to

discuss the observations and per-

ceptions Munde brought to their atten-

tion.

Munde, said Dr Shapiro, "is a

person who has experienced everyday

U S. life and is using his perception of

different world views, to interpret the

various aspects of that life.

While Munde hails largely from the



CONFESSION OF SIN

0 God, who in compassion for thy children
didst send thy Son Jesus to be Savior of the
world: Grant us grace to feel and to lament our
share in the evil which made it needful for him
to suffer and to die for our salvation. If in
word or deed we have wronged another person, or
caused another to suffer, or hindered another
from embracing thee, we do repent. Give us a
true longing to be free from sin, and to be
reconciled with those from whom we are estranged;
through Jesus Christ, our reconciliation and our
peace. Amen.

The congregation is invited to respond to all prayers in the service
with the affirmation 3 "Amen,

"

+ Worshipers may be shown to their pews .

* Congregation standing
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come an African Hong Kong, led Pope John Paul II to warn its youth about the perils of materialism.

Oct- 10. Wf
Papal Trip’s Last Stop: An IslandGem

X .~\

By CLYDE HABERMAN
Special 10 The New York Times

PORT LOUIS, Mauritius, Oct. 15 —
Normally, papal trips to third world
countries are journeys among strong-
men and marches through gut-wrench-
ing poverty. So it was a decided change
for Pope John Paul II this weekend
when he brought his ministry to this

palm-flecked island nation.

Mind you, Mauritius hardly qualifies

as rich. It is a teardrop in the Indian
Ocean, 1,200 miles from the southern
African coast, with

.
its share of tin-

roofed hovels and illiteracy.

But it is unlike any other country in

this part of the world. For one thing,

democracy has remained intact since
the island won independence from Brit-

ain 21 years ago. The Government can
lose elections, and has.

For another, Mauritius has no army
or significant foreign-policy worries
except for its desire to regain sover-
;ignty over the distant island of Diego
Jarcia, which Britain still controls and
sases to the United States for use as a
"> ilitary base.

ally No Unemployment

V economy, while still

ged to chug along ad-
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John Paul, in Port Louis, had
heated words for materialism.

today on the perils of materialism,
something fretted over as well by some
local politicians who say they fear for

the “Mauritius soul.’’

At a meeting with Mauritian youths,
the Pope acknowledged that economic
development has saved rhf* ; - :

from cr
'

Creole, yet the official language is Eng-
lish. Hindus form a slight majority, but
Christians and Muslims are amply rep-

resented.

This balance must be preserved, the
Pope said today, throwing in an admo-
nition that “racial prejudice, blasphe-
mous to the Creator, can be fought only
at its root, the heart of man.”

Mauritius is the last stop on a trip

that also took the Pope over the last 10

days to South Korea and Indonesia.
John Paul would have done well to

spend some time on the island’s sunny,
silken beaches, but that, of course, is

hardly papal style. For him, instead,
this has been a grueling voyage of

24,522 miles. By the time he returns to

Rome Monday, the 11th anniversary of

his papacy, he will have spent more
than 58 hours, or one-fourth the entire
trip, in the air.

Fatigue has shown in his 69-year-old
face. At one stop in Indonesia, where
temperatures climbed above 100 de-
grees, he began to nod off during a
meeting with seminarians, prompting
an aide to thrust a copy of his planned
-orporlcs into r>r
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The illustration at

the right vividly shows

the great differences

between different parts

of the world in terms

of how many Western

missionaries work in

each area. Many in-

teresting comparisons

can be made. For ex-

ample, Latin America

has more missionaries

per capita than any

other area outside

North America. Fur-

ther, the people of

Asia, with over half of

the world’s inhabitants,

have only 7 % of west-

ern missionaries. Hap-

pily, churches in the

“Two Thirds World"

now send a growing

number of missionaries

to many parts of the

world. Nonetheless,

hundreds of thousands

of additional cross-

cultural missionaries

are needed today to

bring God’s saving

Gospel to all peoples.



The governmental system of the Church
of Christ in China was modelled after the

Presbyterian systems with district Pres-

byteries, regional synods, and a national

assembly. This centralized system of na-

tional organization with provincial and
prefectural branches fitted very will with

the tradition of Chinese central admini-

stration.

The union that was achieved, however,

concerned only Chinese churches in the par-

ticipating denominations. The denomi-
national foreign missions whose Chinese

churches participated in the union did not

dissolve their own mission structures in

China, nor did they submit themselves to the

authority of the Church of Christ in China,

except in the cases of individual missionaries

who held offices in the united church.

Nonetheless, the Church of Christ in China
represented the beginning of Chinese

assumption of ecclesiastical authority.

Adaptation of Family Life

A second area for developing practical

manifestations of the indigenous church

ideal was the Christianizing of Chinese

lifestyle, especially regarding family. Ac-

cording to T. Z. Koo, General Secretary of

the National Committee of the Y.M.C.A.,
the most important attribute of the in-

digenous church was the development of the

Christian way of life among the Chinese

people.

The quest for the transformation of

Chinese lifestyle in conformity with the

demands of Jesus led to a critical reflection

on the traditional concept of the Chinese

family, including such practices as

venerating dead ancestors and respecting

living parents. Should Christians take part

in the veneration of their ancestors? Howr

could such deeply-rooted Chinese socio-

religious customs be Christianized?

Wang Chih-hsin suggested that Christians

hold worship services at home on special oc-

casions such as Thanksgiving, Christmas,

and the birthdays of their departed relatives.

Christians could show respect for their

ancestors by hanging pictures of the de-

ceased parents on the walls of their living

rooms or by visiting their graves twice a

year.

Realizing the significance of this matter,

the Church of Christ in China appointed a

special commission to study how to set up a

“Remembering-Our-Parents Service” at the

time of Ch’ing-ming, a traditional Chinese

festival w hen people pay respect to the dead

by cleaning their ancestors’ graves.

The National Christian Council of China

also recognized the importance of the Chris-

tianizing of the Chinese home. In 1926 it

issued a call to start a “Christianizing-of-the-

Home Movement” at its Fourth Conference.

It then appointed a full-time secretary in the

person of Kuan Ts’ui-chen to promote this

movement throughout China.

In 1930 the Christianizing-of-the-Home

Movement became a part of the “Five-Year

Movement" launched by the National Chris-

tian Council to bring revival to the churches

in China. The Council set aside the week be-

tween the last Sunday of October and the

first Sunday of November as a "Christian

Home Week”. As a movement it continued

with growing influence into the mid-1980s

and became a major home education

movement.

In concert with local—especially rural

—

churches, the Council helped to develop

“gospel village schools” in various parts of

China. Staff members in these schools

taught the illiterate parents reading, basic

home hygiene, the rearing and education of

their children, and the essentials of Christian

faith and living. Rural Christian families

were later given instruction in various

aspects of social services for the improve-

ment of their village life.

Adaptation of Social Life

The third dimension of the practical ex-

pression of the indigenous church ideal lay

in the area of social customs. In this connec-

tion, Chinese Protestant leaders developed

the principle of preserving and using those

aspects of Chinese customs, such as marriage

customs and burial rites, which were not

contradictory to Scriptural teaching.

Chinese Christians were urged to dif-

ferentiate the “good points” from the “bad

points” in Chinese customs, using the former

and avoiding the latter. In marriage

customs, for example, Christians would con-

sider paying attention to parental will as a

“good point,” and the practice of polygamy

or wastefulness in wedding feasts as “bad

points.”

Wang Chih-hsin listed ten traditional

Chinese festivals for which he provided

Christian substitutes. Ry substituting Chris-
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tian festive activities for traditional festivals,

Wang hoped to “Christianize” them.

For the New Year's Festival, he suggested

a Christian way of celebration at home in

the morning, corporate celebration at the

church in the afternoon, and social visits to

friends’ homes during the next four days.

For the Lantern Festival, he suggested that

churches conduct six days of evangelical

meetings.

For the Tomb Cleaning Festival, he urged

Christians to clean their family graveyards

first, then to clean their cemeteries as a

group. In place of the Tuan-wu (dragon

boat) festival, he suggested that Christians

celebrate a house-cleaning day.

In place of the Chung-ytian festival, when
the people traditionally worshipped the

spirits, Wang wanted Christians to have a

Memorial Day. In place of the traditional

Moon Festival, he instituted Filial Piety

Day, a day of family reunion. Then he add-

ed a National Day on October 10 for Chris-

tians, as a form of Christian patriotism, to

celebrate the founding of the Republic.

In place of Ch'ung-yang festival, when
people usually climb mountains, he substi-

tuted the traditional Christian Thanksgiving

Day. Christmas Day, he said, ought to be

celebrated in the place of the Winter Solstice

festival. Only Easter Sunday as a Christian

festive season had no Chinese equivalent. In

this way, Wang hoped to help Chinese

Christians participate in the festive spirit

during Chinese festivals, avoiding a sense ot

social alienation from the non-Christian

public and still engaging in Christian ac-

tivities.

In their attempt to develop practical

manifestations of the indigenous church,

Chinese Protestant leaders tended to Sinicize

w hat is distinctly Christian, such as worship.

In the West, worship developed into a

corporate act, and preaching has become an

integral part of it. But Chinese advocates

gave worship an Oriental twist, making it a

private act and separating it from
preaching.

From a Christian point of view, this ten-

dency reflects a lack of theological under-

standing on the part of Wang and Chao of

the meaning of worship. Thus, the proposed

Chinese style of Christian worship reflected

a Buddhist influence on Wang’s concept of

worship as a personal matter.

Nevertheless, in creating Chinese expres-

sions of Christian lifestyle and adopting

Chinese social customs, Chinese Protestant

leaders wanted to give the customs a Chris-

tian content.

In all three areas of adaptation considered

in this article, we can see how’ Chinese

Christians sought to integrate their faith into

their private and social lives. Their at-

tempts, however, yielded very limited

results.

To Be Continued

Buddhist temple in Rugao, China
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POPULAR CULTURE AND THE
“SUICIDE OF THE WEST”
by Joseph Sobran

Editor’s Preview: This address is the last in a series

reprinted from the Shavano Institute’s conference,

“Moral Equivalence: False Images of U.S. and Soviet

Values,” held in Washington, D.C. in May of 1985. One
of the forty-five participants, Joseph Sobran, presents his

charge that fascism, not “moral equivalence” is the straw

man that popular culture has attacked for over a decade.

Mr. Sobran notes that although public sentiment is

critical of communism and refutes any alleged equiva-

lence between democratic and communist systems, movie-

makers and other purveyors of popular culture seldom

yield to this, preferring to deplore Nazism and “its heirs

in the West.” For these individuals and for the liberal

community, it is “safe” to deplore Hitler because it helps

them to evade condemning communism, acknowledging

its victims, and facing its full horror.

Yet, says Mr. Sobran, communism has murdered

several times as many people as Nazism. Ironically,

Americans are more shocked by the excesses of Joseph

McCarthy than Josef Stalin, and it is our popular culture

which seeks to convince us that we would be hypocritical

if we felt any other way.

A few weeks ago I saw The Killing Fields—the first

movie in memory to depict communist atrocities. As you

probably know, it’s about Cambodia after the Khmer
Rouge victory. It shows re-education camps, mass

murders, piles of corpses—characteristic horrors of com-

munism. Only one thing is missing: the word “commu-
nism.” The movie studiously avoids it. It seems to blame

all this killing on little Asiatic fanatics, with no hint that

their leaders were acting out the classic pattern of an

ideology they had picked up in the West, in Paris, to be

precise.

You can see almost anything in movies these days. The
law even tolerates hard-core porn. But there seems to be

an unwritten law against hard-core anti-communism.

Sometimes I wonder if there’s some sort of ideological

Hays Office operating in Hollywood, protecting the view-

ing public from the indecorous manifestations of the

Cold War mentality. Most Hollywood movies with politi-

cal or heavy social themes have a left-wing slant. This is

true even though the great majority of such movies have

been box office flops, while the right-wing themes of

Clint Eastwood and Charles Bronson movies have been

tremendous successes.

Long after our boys in Europe were demobilized,

Hollywood was still fighting fascism. This catch-all

category includes anything opposed to the Left. Some-
times the fascist role is played by the CIA, as in Three

Days of the Condor. Sometimes it’s the House on Un-
American Activities Committee, as in The Front. It can

be the military, as in Apocalypse Now. It can be a right-

wing government abroad, as in Missing, or the nuclear

power industry, as in The China Syndrome. Richard

Nixon has been used as a looming quasi-fascist figure in

the background of a number of movies. The Killing

Fields tries to blame the fate of Cambodia at least part-

ly on him. At times the fascist theme is fantastically

literal. In The Boysfrom Brazil and Marathon Man, old
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Nazis make a comeback. Both these films made me re-

flect that if a handful of German octogenerians holed up

in a South American hideout are really capable of tak-

ing over the world, we ought to give them some credit:

They really are the master race after all.

Hollywood imputes to fascism a kind of evil magic that

o’erleaps the normal rules of causality and makes even

isolated, superannuated Nazis a clear and present danger.

In The Boys from Brazil, Joseph Mengele threatens the

world by cloning a number of kids from tissue saved

from Der Fuehrer’s body. The movie’s profound grasp

of racial science can be inferred from the fact that each

and every one of these boys is an insufferable brat.

Movies like these have a profoundly consoling quali-

ty. Hollywood movies may seem to have gotten more

realistic than in the days of Irving Thalberg and Cecil B.

DeMille, but in a deeper sense they are really the same

as ever in catering to wishful thinking, in evading reali-

ty, in confirming a sentimental worldview. They present

sex obsessively, but without the complications of love,

jealousy, marriage, birth, loyalty, divorce, abandonment,

disease, and neurosis that attend it in serious literature

and drama. They represent politics without recognizing

the largest political reality in the world today: com-

munism. They finger the eternal enemy as a generic

fascism, a force long since discredited and vanquished in

the real world. A real movie about communism would be

so unsettling that it probably wouldn’t even find a

distributor.

Hollywood is rich in fantasies but impoverished in gen-

uine ideals—ideals seriously related to moral standards.

Eugene Methvin has recently written that the diaboliza-

tion of Hitler in the current culture is actually an evasion,

an instance of what the psychologist Harry Stack Sullivan

called “selective inattention.” It spares us the pain of fac-

ing a larger, blacker, and present evil. Hitler is safe. We
can all deplore him without risk. Hollywood’s Fondas,

Brandos, and Coppolas can safely strike their moral

postures against fascism by adopting the current Party

line and pretending that fascism’s heirs are now in the

West. They know these bold gestures won’t land them in
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jail: they’re really in perfect accord with the whole culture

of evasion.

Yet communism has murdered several times as many
people as Nazism. It continues to extinguish every

freedom liberalism once stood for—freedom of religion,

of the press, of political criticism and opposition.

Ironically, liberalism protests infringements of these

freedoms only in anti-communist countries.

Thirty years ago, the philosopher Sidney Hook wrote

that to be liberal is to be, almost by definition, anti-

communist as well as anti-fascist. But today, the phrase

“liberal anti-communism” sounds less like a redundan-

cy than a contradiction in terms. To be anti-communist

is to be immediately labeled a “right-winger.” What we
now call liberalism is less like the old liberalism than like

the old fellow-traveling. Contemporary liberalism follows

the contours of communism. If this were merely a mat-

ter of hypocrisy in the liberal community, it might not

be much of a problem. But I am afraid that it goes deeper

than that. It is now a problem in our culture: we live with

our minds in concrete, and we don’t even notice that we
are carrying contradictions in our souls. The infection of

our language, our moral habits, our very thoughts,

touches even conservative anti-communists. We take for

granted things that ought to startle and shame us.

Recently we celebrated our famous victory in Europe

with our old allies—the same Soviets who helped Hitler

launch the war with an invasion of Poland; the same

Soviet Union that remains, after forty years, the proud

possessor of Poland. What on earth were we celebrating?

The defeat of Hitler. But by whom? And for what pur-

pose? The diabolization of Hitler robs us of our critical

faculties. It deprives us of the power to make the kind of

comparisons a healthy moral instinct would make almost

automatically.

Thus we react with shock if a lone eccentric wears a

swastika. We recognize it as an act of obscene perversi-

ty even to associate oneself with a mere symbol of

Nazism. Imagine how we’d feel if a new regime in Cen-

tral America were to raise a flag with that hated insignia

and to make noises about racial purity and the interna-

tional Jewish money power. Would we listen seriously to

the argument by some Americans that, after all, Nazism

wasn’t monolithic? That Hitler was only an aberration

whose excesses might be avoided in the future? That the

neo-Nazi regime represented the “legitimate aspirations”

of the people, or that it was an “indigenous force?”

When an individual or a regime deliberately chooses

association with communist symbols, we are not equal-

ly shocked. We feel little, if any, horror at the implied

link with nearly seventy years of slavery, aggression, and

megamurder, still in progress. We simply don’t recognize

communism as blasphemy against God and a brutal

threat to all humanity. We are not scandalized by the

presence of large communist parties in Western democ-

racies, although we wouldn’t tolerate large neo-Nazi par-

ties for a week.
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Hitler remains a magnetic symbol of evil. But com-
munism has somehow remained semi-respectable. Good
liberals shed no tears for its victims, strike no moral

postures before its embassies. Instead, they make excuses

for it and ridicule serious concern about it. To denounce

South Africa or Chile is to “speak out” and to earn

moral credit. To denounce the Soviet Union, however,

is to be “strident.” Many of those who talk about the

“crime of silence” during the Nazi era practically demand
silence about communism. The refugee from Nazism or

even the visitor from South Africa is presumed to speak

with the moral authority of a first-hand witness and vic-

tim; the refugee from communism is treated as a warped

personality if he speaks solely of his own narrow ex-

perience. Elie Wiesel is a prophet; Aleksandr Solzhenit-

syn is obsessed.

It’s true that in the nuclear age we have to find a way
to share the planet with the Soviets, even if they aren’t

themselves eager to share; the French scholar Jean-

Francois Revel has observed that communism’s proper-

ty rights command universal respect. If the Nazis had sur-

vived the war and gotten the atomic bomb, we might also

have had to make practical accommodations with them.

But that would not have changed the moral nature of the

National Socialist regime any more than the necessity of

negotiating with a kidnapper confers moral respectability

on kidnapping.

But with communism, the West has shown the

hostage’s abject tendency to see the kidnapper’s point of

view. What we call liberalism is no longer distinguished

by its dedication to freedom everywhere: it is distinguish-

ed by its abiding refusal to condemn communism moral-

ly, unequivocally, in principle. It virtually worships the

Soviet Union as a death-god, a Moloch, always to be pro-

pitiated, never to be opposed or provoked. We must

never “over-react.”

Even President Reagan has publicly accepted the

burden of assuring the Soviets that we don’t mean them

any harm. No doubt it was as a slip of the tongue, but

it shows the way our tongues now tend to slip. We give

communism the benefit of every doubt. Revel has also

remarked that whereas we judge other regimes by their

records, we judge communism by its promises. Its entire

historical record is inadmissible evidence.

Popular sentiment, as the historian John Lukacs

reminds us, the frank and spontaneous sentiment we ex-

press privately among our friends—differs sharply from
the lofty abstractions we maintain before strangers, to the

pollsters, and on the editorial page. Popular sentiment is

anti-communist, as the success of the rare anti-communist

movie like Red Dawn makes clear. Everyone knows what

communism is like. But at the level of quasi-official

public speech, we ignore the realities and talk of “Soviet

leaders,” “the two superpowers,” and the like, as if the

two systems were analogous. “Public opinion,” which is

really the dialect of the mass communications media,

easily equates the two superpowers. But the equation of

good and evil serves the interest of evil. (Not that this

equation is consistently made: Sometimes we are ad-

monished that we mustn’t act like them by meeting force

with force. This too serves the interests of communism.
And so we tell ourselves alternately that we’re no better

than they are or that we are indeed better than they are,

depending on which proposition will be most helpful, at

a given moment, to our enemy.)

We even speak of American communists as more sin-

ned against than sinning. They are “dissenters,” “victims

of McCarthyism.” This is the message of Daniel and The
Front. We watch American-made documentaries about
old communists who idealize themselves and recall how
cruelly they were persecuted, being jailed or fired from
jobs or simply forced to identify themselves as com-
munists at a public hearing. This is considered persecu-

tion by those who defended Stalin’s death sentences for

whole classes of “class enemies” and who were working
to extend his power to this country. They failed to make
America red. And their impotence wasn’t innocence. But
the very word “McCarthyism” has come to incorporate

the assumption that it is a form of persecution to iden-

tify a communist as a communist.

The Soviet Union itself has applied for, and received

from liberal opinion, accredited victim status. It allegedly

lost 20 million people during World War II, therefore,

it is afraid of war. By this logic, it should be afraid of

communism, since it has lost more than 20 million to

communism. We hear a good deal about Soviet paranoia:

Unlike anti-communist paranoia, the Soviet brand is to

be excused and humored. The Soviets only built up their

nuclear arsenal because they wanted parity with us, we
were once told. Those who made this argument now
know they were wrong, and they do not remind us of

their error; they have simply advanced to other absurd-

ities, such as the rationale that Soviet invasion of

Afghanistan was “defensive.” Did Hitler defend himself

against Czechoslovakia and Poland and Austria? Con-
stant Soviet vilification of the United States is written off

as “mere” propaganda, because it is a pack of lies. When
President Reagan criticizes the Soviets, however, liberal

opinion mugs him and repeats his words endlessly as

putative “gaffes,” if not outright provocation. How can

a man who talks like that sincerely want peace?

Embarrassing the President has become the standard

activity of the news media and the prestige press. Con-

servatives sense bias in journalism, and they are right; but

they talk about it in terms of “accuracy in media.” The

problem is not inaccuracy. The information we get is

usually accurate enough. The problem is that minions of

the media are constantly digging for facts, leaks, “gaf-

fes,” and other trivia that will put conservative and anti-

communist forces and indeed the entire American tradi-

tion in the worst light. Liberals and communists are

spared this kind of gaffe research. Mr. Reagan and

Jesse Helms, not Tip O’Neill and Ron Dellums, are the

targets of the investigative reporters and expose special-
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ists; the CIA is embarrassed, not the KGB; the sins of our

allies, not our enemies, must be brought to light. And

how many “corrupt and repressive” pro-American

regimes have fallen to communist regimes that, much to

our recurrent surprise, turn out to be infinitely more

repressive? Once you grasp that contemporary journal-

ism is in the business of embarrassing people, the pattern

of bias is fully disclosed. As James Burnham has formu-

lated “the iron law of liberalism,” the preferred enemy

is always to the right.

Our popular culture is not a folk culture. It is a mass-

marketed culture that combines pandering and propagan-

dizing. It’s directed at the moderately educated who im-

bibe the fictions of liberal public opinion at college and

can hardly imagine another way of looking at or talking

about the world. Some of the Contras in Nicaragua aren’t

very nice, so we can’t support them, can we? Yet, liberal

public opinion had no such scruples about supporting

Stalin against Hitler, or about trade credits to the Soviet

bloc. We are proud of the number of people who go to

college nowadays, but the fact is that most of them

emerge from their education with no power of imagin-

ing alternatives to the hackneyed policy prescriptions of

liberalism. If anything, their critical powers seem to be

impaired by their schooling. They learn the respectable

noises to make, the fashionable moral poses to strike, the

proper subjects of liberal indignation. Of course, a good

many of them have the intelligence to resist the condition-

ing process, but this is the tendency of the process itself.

When Susan Sontag, an avatar of the Left from way
back, said that communism is fascism, she shocked the

intellectual world. It was a step in the right direction, but

despite her good intentions, she was being soft on com-

munism. Communism is worse than fascism by nearly

every index. That it should be almost taboo to say so in

some quarters is also an index of the state of popular

culture today.

Fascism is recognized as a generic evil, and the word
serves as a catch-all term for everything the Left hates,

from Mussolini to Joe McCarthy to big corporations.

These things don’t even have to be related to each other

except in the minds of communists and liberals. But while

the Left makes these imaginary connections, it plays

down real relations among communist regimes. Com-
munism “is not monolithic.” The latest communist in-

surgency, even if it receives lots of Soviet or Cuban aid,

is “essentially indigenous.” The sins of the Stalinist

fathers mustn’t be visited on the sons, even if the sons are

showing every sign of practicing Stalinism—which is to

say, communism. The ease with which the embarrassing

and inherent evils of communism are ascribed to the per-

sonal eccentricity of Stalin, by the way, is one of the

wonders of leftist dialectics. Stalin seems to have been a

thirty-year exception to the laws of historical inevitability.

The slightest overstatement in criticizing communism
is taken, in this hothouse culture, to invalidate everything

else. When it comes to fascism, however, or even the

American way of life, no hyperbole of condemnation can

go too far, no shortcoming can be overlooked, no icon

can pass unassaulted. When the President has made so

bold as to attack the Soviet Union, no liberal commen-
tator bothered to confront the question of whether his

charges were true. He was guilty of sins of sheer tone

—

sins for which the Left isn’t held responsible. The media

worked overtime to turn the President’s words into em-

barrassments. When congressmen and senators go to

Moscow and Managua and return with the conviction

that the communists really want peace, the “adversary

press” doesn’t ask critical questions. The communists’

and liberals’ motives aren’t in question; the anti-

communists’ are.

I was amused a few months ago to discover that Karl

Marx and Friedrich Engels use the word “communistic”

in The Communist Manifesto. The word “communistic”

now has a Birchite ring about it. But it’s a perfectly useful

word to describe all those people who aren’t substantively

communist but are, so to speak, “adjectivally” commu-
nist—the “useful idiots” Lenin spoke of, the “progress-

ive forces” contemporary communists speak of, the sort

of people who are always available for peace and civil

rights marches and popular fronts and broad coalitions.

In a word, the Left as well as the Right recognizes that

liberals are part of the communist enterprise. Only the

liberals refuse to recognize it. They treat the whole idea

strictly as a right-wing delusion. Why it should also be

a communist delusion, they never explain.

It is not a delusion; it is simply a fact. By and large,

today’s liberalism is communistic. That’s part of the

operative meaning of “liberal” now, though it isn’t con-

sidered very nice to say so. But my point isn’t to blame

liberals. They are only the salient expression of what’s

wrong with our whole culture of evasion. It is true that

unless liberals condemn communism, America should

condemn liberalism, because, in a broad sense, liberalism

has become the accomplice of communism.

The people I really want to blame are the conser-

vatives, the anti-communists. We are soft on communism
by being soft on liberalism. We haven’t forced the moral

issue: the refusal of liberals to condemn communism and

all its works and pomps, to acknowledge its victims, to

face its full horror. We have been content to call liberals

naive and give them credit for good intentions. But it’s

too late in the century for naivete. Moral neutrality is not

evidence of good intentions, especially when the neutrali-

ty is perfunctory and bogus. It’s our duty to expose and

morally embarrass the silent accomplices of communism.
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EC 50 CHRISTIANITY AND CULTURE
Mr. Moffett

Course Description: Mission and ecumenicity in their total cultural con-
text. The unity and diversity of cultures and Christianity. Classic
Chri st/cul ture relationships in theory and in history. Culture in

Biblical context. Cultural dynamics of selected societies: Asian
African, Latin American and North American. Cross-cultural mission
and i ntercul tural ecumenicity.

Course Requi rements :

Readi ng Requirements.

One chapter a week from the textbook, Lutzebak's Church and

Cultures , with discussion usually every Friday on the text
and related themes from the lectures.

In addition : 1000 pages.

From the Recommended Reading List (on reserve), 2 books or

500 pages.
From the Further Reading List, 2 books or 500 pages.

Papers requi red

:

1. Two book reports will be required on your reading, (1) one at

the end of spring recess, March 20 , and (2) one by April 13 .

Each book report will contain a one-page outline or summary
of a book you have chosen and an additional half-page of your
own personal analysis and reaction to the book, whether
positive or negative.

2. One ten-page paper will be required on one of the following
subjects, OR on a subject of your own choosing (which

must be approved by the professor.

Description and analysis of a national or ethnic culture

(your choice)
Case study of cultural problems in a specific cross-

cultural mission.
Culture in Biblical context.
A Christian critique of American culture, positive and

negative.
Problems of Bible translation across cultures.

Race, color and culture: myths and facts.

A theologian looks at culture (choose one--Tertul 1 ian , Clement,

Kraemer, Tillich, etc.)
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Mr. Moffett. Spring Semester, 1984

Reading List

Textbook ;
•

Louis J. Luzbetak, The Church and Cultures ; An Applied Anthropology
for the Religious Worker . Techny, 111.: Divine Word, 1970

Recommended Reading on Reserve (portions required):

David J. Hesselgrave, Communicating Christ Cross -Cul tural 1y . Gr. Rapids:

Zondervan, 1978
Charles Kraft, Christianity in Culture . Maryknoll NY: Orbis, 1979
Marvin K. Mayers, Christianity Confronts Culture .. Gr. Rapids: Zond., 1974

lEugene Nida, Customs and Cultures .. N.Y.: Harper, 1954
1

" " Message and Mission. N.Y.: Harper, 1960
(

" " and W. Reyburn, Meaning Across Cultures . Maryknoll: Orbis, 1968

F.L.K. Hsu, Clan , Caste and Culture . (China, India, U.S.). Princeton,
Van Nostrand, 1963.

L.W. Doob, Communication i n Africa : A Search for Boundaries . New Haven:

Yale University , 1 961

.

*H. Richard Niebuhr, Chri st and Cul ture . N.Y.: Harper, 1951

For further Reading :

Ruth Benedict, Patterns of Culture . N.Y.: Penguin, 1946
Emile Cailliet, The Christian Approach to Culture . N.Y.: Abingdon, 1953

Charles N. Cochrane, Christianity and Classical Culture . London: Oxford, 1944

Emile Durkheim, The Elementary Forms of the Religious Life . N.Y.: Macmillan
Christopher Dawson, Religion and Culture . N.Y.: Meridian, 1958
T.S. Eliot, Christianity and Culture . N.Y.: Harcourt Brace, 1940

Paul G. Hiebert, Cultural Anthropology . Gr. Rapids: Baker, 1983
Hendrik Kraemer, World Cultures and World Religions . Phi la.: Westminster, 1960

J.A. Mackay, The Other Spanish Christ . N.Y.: Macmillan, 1932
R.W. McKinney, Creation , Christ and Culture . Edinburgh: T.T. Clark, 1976

-^Stephen Neill, The Christian Society . London: Collins, 1964
Don Richardson, Peace Child . Glendale, CA: G/L Publ

. , 1974

Klaas Schilder, Christ and Culture . Winnipeg: Premier, 1977
Edward C. Stewart, American Culture Patterns . Chicago: Int^rcul tural , 1972

-Paul Tillich, Theology of Culture . N.Y.: Oxford U., 1975
A.T. van Leeuwen, Christianity in World History . N.Y.: Scribners, 1964

Henry Van Til, The Calvinistic Concept of Culture. Gr. Rap.: Baker, 1964
Bruce Nichols , Contextua 1 ization : A Theology of Gospel and Cul ture .

Downers Grove IL: I VP, 1979
Tetsunao Yamamori & C. R. Taber, eds., Christopaganism or Indigenous

Christianity ? S. Pasadena: Wm. Carey, 1975.
The Willowbank Report . Wheaton IL: Lausanne Comm. '/for World Ev., 1978

J.H. Bavinck, The Church Between the Temple and Mosque . Gr. Rap.:

Eerdmans, 1 97l

.
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Mr. Moffett

CALENDAR AND OUTLINE

(Tentative)

Jan. 31. Introduction: Christian Interaction with Non-Christian Cultures.
A preliminary statement of theological position.

Feb. 2. Introduction: Two Aspects of Culture: Particulars and Universals.

Feb. 3. Discussion: Luzbetak, Church and Cultures (Chap. I, "The

Missionary Apostolate in Cultural Context")

Feb. 7. The Ancient Church and its Cultural Environment: the First Two
Hundred Years.

Feb. 9. A Classic Analysis of Christianity/Culture Relations: Richard
Niebuhr's Christ and Culture.

Feb. 10. Discussion: Luzbetak, Chap II, "The Nature and Scope of Applied
Missionary Anthropology".

Feb. 14. What Is Culture?"

Feb. 16. A Personal Cultural Pilgrimage (G.ll.)

Feb. 17. Discussion: Luzbetak, Chap. Ill, "The Nature of Culture: A

Design for Living".

Feb. 21. The Early Asian Church and Its Approaches to Culture.

Feb. 23. Some Anthropological Analyses of Culture.
Paul Hiebert
Ruth Benedict
Morris E. Opler, etc.

Feb. 24. Discussion: Luzbetak, Chap. IV, "The Nature of Culture: Culture
and the Individual".

Feb. 28. South Asian Cultural Dynamics (Indonesia). (G.P.)

March 1

.

African Cultural Dynamics. (G.H.)

March 2. Discussion: Luzbetak, Chap. V, "The Nature of Culture: Culture
and Society".

March 6. MID-TERM EXAMINATION



THE MAJOR RELIGIONS: survey by continents . (World Xn. Enc. , op. 782 ff.)

1900
SOUTH ASIA

1980 population 1. Hindu 49% 1. Hindu 40.6%
1 ,428,000,000 2. Muslim 30% 2. Chinese folk 32.9

3. Buddhist 7% 3. Buddhist ' 9.4
4. jphristian 4% 4. Christian 7.6

5. New religions 4.3
6. Tribal 1 .7

EAST ASIA
1980 pop.l

1 ,086,000,000 1 . Chi nese fol

k

71% 1 . Non-rel igious 50 . 5%
2. Buddhist 18 2. Chinese fol

k

17.5
3. Muslim 4.5 3. Buddhists 12.7

4. Shamanist 2 4. Atheists 10.4

5. Tribal rel

.

1.9 5. New religions 3.3
6. Shinto 1.3 6. Muslims 2

7. Christian 0.4 7. Christian 1 .8

8. Confucian 0.1 8. Shamanist 1

9. Confucian 0.5

10. Shinto 0.3

EUROPE
1980 pop.

486,000,000 1
.
fhri stian 97% 1 . Christian 85.4%

2. Jews 1.6 2. Non-religious 9

3. Non-religious 0.4 3. Atheist 3.2

4. Atheist 0.1 4. Muslim 1 .8

5. Jews 0.3

AFRICA
1980 pop. 1 . Tribal 58% 1

.
Qhri sti an 44.2%

461 ,000,000 2. Muslim 32 2 . Mu slim 41 .2

3. Christian 9 3. Tribal 14

LATIN AMERICA
1980 pop. 1

.
Christian 95% 1 . Chri stian 93.8%

372,000,000 2. Tribal 3.4 2. Non-religious 2.9

3. Non-religious 0.6 3. Afr.-Am. Spir. 1

4. Af/Am. Spir. o.4 4. Spiritists 0.7

5. Atheists 0.6

6. Tribal 0.3

USSR
1980 pop. 1. Christian 83% 1. Christian 36.1%

268,000,000 2. Muslim 11 2. Non-religion 29.5

3. Jews 4 3. Atheist 22.1

4. Shamanist 0.5 4. Muslim 11.3

5. Jews 1 .2

NORTH AMERICA
1980 pop. 1. Christian 96% 1 . Chri stian 88.3%

249,000,000 2. Jews 2 2. Non-religious 6.5

3. Non-religious,1.2 3. Jews 3.1

4. Muslims 0.8

5. Atheists 0.3
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1

(Mr. Moffett)
Mid-term Examination (make-up substitute)

I. True or False (Mark T or F in left margin )

1. Culture is religiously neutral.

2. Tertullian advocated adapting the Christian faith to the best in Greek culture.

3. Luzbetak is a Roman Catholic anthropologist.

4. Christian missionaries can properly be agents of cultural change.

5. The best solution to conflict between different cultural groups is to keep
the groups apart

.

6. A basic cause of culture shock is the inability to speak the language.

7. Anthropologists identify between 100 and 200 different cultures in the world.

8. Christians can accept the validity of other cultures without accepting the
truth of their religious beliefs.

9. Most of the world's Christians are white.

II

.

Completion (Fill in the blanks).

1. The three largest non-Christian religious cultures are

2.

The three largest culture groups as defined by skin color are

,
and .

3. Name and

Christ
example from history of each of Niebuhr's 5 categories of

and culture relationships:

1. Opposition. 4. Paradox.

2. Agreement. 5. Conversionist

.

3. Synthesist.

4.

Two approved ways of adjusting to new cultures are accommodation and

III. Write briefly on ONE (only one) of the following two questions .

1. Examine in some detail the influence of religion as a significant element
of culture. How has Christianity shaped American culture (name briefly

several ways) , and compare this with ways one other religion has shaped

another culture)

.

Describe one of Niebuhr's 5 types of Christ/culture relationships, with

a Biblical example, and an example from church history.
OR 2.



EC 50. Christianity and Culture (1984 )

Mid-Term Examination

YOUR NAME

I

.

True or False (Mark T or F in left margin)

.

f-

1. A good simple definition of culture is "the total life-way and mentality of

a people".
2. The major contribution of U.S. Protestant missions to cultural anthropology

studies has been in the field of linguistics.

3. It is wrong for Christians to work for change in another culture.

4. Cross-cultural communication starts with the local culture's felt needs*

not the outsider's solutions

L

5. Culture is religiously neutral.

5. The most accurate measure of cultural differences is race.

7. The world's two largest races numerically, judged by color, are the yellow

and the black.
8. There are almost as many Christians in the world, statistically, as Muslims,

Hindus and Buddhists combined.

II. Completion (Fill in the blanks ).

G.CU*

1. Two approved ways of adjusting to new cultures are empathy and

2. The locus of culture is

3. Three differing schools of anthropology are (1) cultural evolutionary,

(2) , and (3)

4. Two vital theological affirmations, says Niebuhr, are indispensable for a

balanced Christian attitude towards culture: a doctrine of

a doctrine of the radical nature of .

5. Reacting against the culture of his age, ____ wrote, "What has

Jerusalem to do with Athens?".

6. Richard Niebuhr analyzes the relationship between Christianity and culture
in terms of five categories. Name them:

1
.

2
.

3. aUc
4. ,

5.

III. Write briefly on ONE (only one) of the following two questions :

1. Examine in some detail one of Niebuhr's five types of Christ/Cul ture

relationships. Give an example from the N.T., if possible, and from
early church history.

2. Comment on religion as a factor in cultural difference and conflict. What

are the most statistically ^Christian" continents in percentage of

population (using the UN category of 7 or 8 continents). Which one is

the least Chrstian?
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UTSS IONS IN FAR EASTERN CULTURAL RELATIONS

INTRODUCTION

1. Nature and Importance of Cultural Contacts . The war and its

issues bring into new perspective the importance of North American cul-
tural relations with Chinn and with Japan. In developing the possibili-
ties of ultimate cooperation for international order and well-being, they*

are of critical significance. They concern the attitudes and outlook of
large bodies of people, including those of many who direct government,
commerce, education and the press. Factors of cultural contact are
varied. They include the personal relationships of business, residence
and travel, though many of these are casual and unproductive on the cul-
tural level. They include information (and its emotional tone) given in
the schools, press, radio and moving pictures of one country concerning
the life of another country. In the present case they comprehend the
proportionately significant bodies of Chinese and Japanese students who
have been coming to North America for education, usually for higher and
technical or professional education; with their influence in North Ameri-
ca and in the countries to which they return. The numbers and importance
of the long stream of Oriental students are so great as to require sepa-
rate and thorough study. For the present case there are also the impor-
tant enterprises of the Rockefeller Foundation and of the Harvard-Tench-
ing Institute. None of these factors is ignored or belittled by center-
ing this paper upon one complex body of cultural contacts, relating
reciprocally with persistence and intensity a large body of persons in
North America with large numbers of Chinese and Japanese: the Christian
missionary enterprise.

2. Cultural Movements and Religion . "Cultural relations" is
employed as a convenient term for non-political and non-commercial rela-
tionships. Religion closely defined is in itself an important element in
culture. Religion historically and broadly viewed is also a vehicle of
other cultural elements, associated with particular languages, litera-
tures and philosophies, traditions of art and music, social and institu-
tional patterns. In the transmission of Buddhism, of Islam and of Confu-
cianism, the Orient is thoroughly familiar with such cultural transfer
centered about a religious and ethical nucleus which supplies the moti-
vation and the tone for the movement of general culture. The spirit,
methods and personal contacts of Christian missions are such as to exer-
cise considerable influence in North America as well as in the Far East.

3 * Recent Trends in North American Liisslons . The present study is
not a history of missions in the Far East. It is a brief inquiry into
trends of the past decade or two, undertaken for the purpose of looking
more intelligently at the possibilities for the near future. North
America is used as a unit because of the cooperative relationships and
reporting of United States and Canadian missionary organizations (Protean
tant), closely similar in their work and problems, British and Euro-
pean missions have contributed much, by pioneer experience and by direot
cooperation, to the enterprises undertaken for North America. It is
hoped that separate or more extended studies, made across the Atlantic or
in combination with friends there, will cover adequately the British and
the continental enterprises.

- 1 -
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,

Protestant Societies the Basis of Study. Catholic missions wille referred to, and in part the material of this paper is applicable tothem as well as to Protestant missions. But until the past twenty-five
years they have been almost exclusively European, and even now the rapid-
y growing North Amerifcan elements are still a minor fraction in Catholic

missions in China and Japan though relatively more important in Korea and
Manchuria. Considering priests and religions of both sexes, Americans
numbered (in 1938-39) 651 out of 5. 764 Catholic missionaries in China,
and 42 out of 838 missionaries in Japan. French Canadian priests alone
numbered 45 in the latter country. ( 1 )

5* Cfrlna the. Major Area . All normal relations with Japan have been
broken after a period of increasing tension, and even their partial res-
toration will require time after the war, with adaptation to circum-
stances difficult to foresee. Moreover, North American mission enter-
prise in the larger bulk of China has always been more extensive than in
Japan; as is the case with the Rockefeller Foundation and with kindred
educational undertakings. General statements will therefore apply in the
first instance to China, though if possible they will also relate to
Japan or will be specifically qualified in order to refer to Japan.
Japan is defined as the Japanese Empire of 1937* with indicated refer-
ences to Korea.

I. AIMS, ORGANIZATION AND METHODS OF MISSIONS

1. Motive and Objectives . The motivation of missions is basically
Christian. It is not American or Canadian or Western in the sense of
serving power politics or national prestige. The personnel, the spirit,
the tradition and methods of North American Christian missions are char-
acterized by unusual concern for the liberation of individuals and
groups, for the separation of church and state, for the ethics of demo-
cratic and social idealism. The objectives of missions are threefold:
the spreading of Christian faith and fellowship among all peoples; the
expression of Christian brotherhood in the opening of opportunities for
fuller life and in service to the needy, across national and racial
boundaries; the application of Christian ethics in individual, family,
community and international life.

2. Organization . Missions are organized for the most part by de-
nominations, both in America and in the Far East; that is, by church
bodies such as the Methodists, the Presbyterians and the Episcopalians.
In North America there are also sending bodies which are interdenomi-
national or non-denominational in character, like the important China
Inland Mission, the YMCA and Y.VCA, the American Bible Society; and there

are many "independent" groups which send out one or several missionaries
each.

(l) Catholic Foreign Missionary Society of America, 1942 directory and

lists. Dr. G. Roggedorf, S. J., in Japan Christian Year Book, 1941*
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The Foreign Missions Conference of North America is a cooperative

association of 102 missionary organizations (and 20 affiliates) of the

United States and Canada, including practically all of the significant

Protestant bodies concerned save the China Inland Mission (which draws

its main support from Britain and the Dominions.) Of the 102 organi-

zations, 67 -work in China and Japan. In both China and Japan there is

considerably more of cooperative and of union effort than in Worth Amer-

ica. For two decades there have been in China and in Japan National

Christian Councils, corresponding roughly to the Federal Council of

Churches of Christ in America but relatively more influential in their
functions of consultation and of leader ship for the general church pro-
gram within the nation. The Foreign Missions Conference is related both

to these National Christian Councils and to comparable bodies in Europe
and throughout the world, by the International Missionary Council. Thus
there are in being the mechanisms through which are exchanged continually
counsel upon problems of common concern, visits of select personnel,
funds for special undertakings; literature on the tasks of missions and
the church in general; and a body of leaders accustomed to trust each
other in conference and in correspondence upon the objectives which they
all serve.

Roman Catholic missions are in ultimate authority more highly cen-
tralized under the Pope, working through the Society for the Propagation
of the Faith in Rome, and through the unified hierarchy of the Church
within each national area. But in practice they are wisely flexible,
utilizing a high degree of initiative on the part of each of the great
orders or missions concerned (such as the Maryknoll Mission, the Jesuits,
the Society of the Divine 7/ord, the Franciscan Sisters of Mary,) and per-
mitting much regional variety.

3. The Christian Community; Nationals and Missionaries . The basic
method of working toward the recognized objectives is the development of
Christian communities and leadership within the various Eastern socie-
ties. .Missionaries serve as pioneers and founders; now more frequently
as co-leaders with nationals, or as their helpers; in some instances
already dropping out from services taken over by nationals. Frequently
nationals have initiated similar or better services on their own respon-
sibility, after the demonstration has once been made. In the whole
process, as viewed from North America, the person of the missionary is a
prime vehicle of cultural contact. He is supplemented and multiplied,
allowing for natural difference in the cases, by nationals who have been
associated with him in China or Japan, and by the many thousands of
nationals who have been assisted by missionary and other interests to
study or travel in North America.

4. Functional Aspects of Missions. Method functionally considered
is compound:

a) Preaching and religious teaching.
b) Organization and nurture of churches and Christian enterprise.
c) Training of nationals for service in the Christian enterprise.
d) General education on all levels, under Christian auspices and usually
with some specific Christian elements.
e) Provision and distribution of the Bible and of Christian literature,
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with such national and general literature as is both needed and approved
by Christians.
f) Medical and health services, including health education.
g) Introduction of scientific knowledge or method, and its application
to regional needs, e. g», the Catholic observatory and meteorological
services at Shanghai; agricultural improvement through the University
of Nanking.
h) Combined and special types of service, such as the YUCA and YWCA,
rural development programs, industrial work or industrial training for
philanthropic purposes, institutions for orphans or lepers or the blind.
i) -jfforts, whether of social or of individual remedy, against serious
evils and handicaps to persons, such as narcotics, alcoholism, con-
cubinage, prostitution.

II. CHARACTERISTICS OF MISSIONARY SERVICE

Distinctive Achievements

1. Personal Contacts: Remarkable Distribution by Localities .

Missionaries are in close personal touch with the Christian constituency
and -with many others in the local community; with children and youth in
schools and in church groups; with medical patients; with the staff of
the church, and of schools and service institutions. Missionaries are
widely distributed among smaller cities and interior points; and many of
them make regular or frequent working journeys to several or many other
localities. The China Directory of Protestant Missions for 1936 shows
784 cities and towns where missionaries resided, and for Japan the like
figure before recent changes was above 120.

2. Women Missionaries and Work with Women . Two-thirds of mission-
aries are women, counting wives as well as unmarried women. (Several
counts in China and Japan show 64% to 69%. ) They often specialize in
work with women and girls. This is a function of unique and consider-
able significance for cultural relations and social change.

3 • Unusual Quality of Relations with Christian Nationals . At
their best, the relationships of missionaries with national Christian
leaders and co-workers are marked by depth of common faith and moral
outlook, which give them unusual power and stability..

4. Significance of Mission Education . The influence of mission
enterprises upon the type and personnel of education has been and is

considerable, especially in China. Along with Tsing Hua University and

the public scholarships for study in America, and the notable influence

of Teachers College (Columbia University) upon the technical subject of

education, the mission schools have been formative. After a period of

pioneer leadership, they properly gave way to the development of general

public and private education. In recent years the Protestant secondary

schools and colleges have provided for 9% to 10% and \$% to 20% •respect-

ively of the nation's youth in those two grades of training. At the

outbreak of the v;ar, l±l% of the graduates of Christian colleges and

universities (totaling 11,000) reported in occupational listings were

engaged in education. In China the contribution to the education of

girls is still disproportionately high. In Japan the general influence
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of Christian schools has not latterly been of major importance, but
they have remained significant in the three fields of kindergartens,
girls’ secondary schools, and higher education for women. In both
countries they have been and are important factors in private edu-
cation by contrast with public systems*

5* Democratic Procedure and Social Effort * Encouragement of

democratic group life and of constructive concern for the good of

humble persons throughout the nation has been manifested in diverse
ways. Missions are widely helpful in teaching and practicing the

organization of groups for purposes of common interest, including

the dissemination of simple rules for the conduct of meetings.
Games and wholesome amusements with group participation on a volun-
tary basis have developed in the young new capabilities of constructive
relationships beyond the limiting family, whioh aid the growth of true

community. Group singing, now widely adopted in public education and

in the army, was largely introduced by missions. The bold and able
translation of the Bible into the vernacular has been generously praised
by Dr. Hu Shih as an early and still pervasive factor in the Chinese

linguistic revolution of this generation. Both in China and in Japan
missions have introduced in hundreds of communities modem concepts and
techniques of organization and cooperation in enterprises of social serv-
ice and community betterment, which a much wider public has found con-
genial and has grafted on to the older concepts of guild and temple.

6. Opportunity and Leadership . Socially considered, missions
have given opportunities of self-respect, economic advancement, health
and education to many individuals of excellent qualities. In the clum-
sy terms of class, it has often been remarked by Christians and non-
Christians alike, that missions tend to bring out relatively promising
persons and families from proletarian or peasant status to middle-
class freedom. Among the abler and more devoted persons of each group,
there is a noticeable development of leadership for both Christian and
secular communities. In Korea this process was disastrously conspic-
uous by contrast with the Japanese policy of preventing voluntary
association for free community activity, and of checking any potential
leadership of Korean interests apart from the Japanese program.

7» Knowledge of Language and Society . As compered with most
North Americans who have contact with Chinese and Japanese, missionaries
are familiar with the local language, customs and conditions of social
life, because their residence is relatively stable and their acquaint-
ance with typical folk of the community is relatively thorough. On
occasion, this knowledge of the people and their culture is developed
into systematic study in language, history, ethnology and the other
social seiences. The work of North American missionaries is less prom-
inent in the graving scholarship of this decade than were the products
of their predecessors. North American, British and continental. Yet the
services of Jells Williams, McGillivray, Hepburn, Jones and Peek are
still valued in the field of language. The archeological and cultural
collecting of 7/hite, Ferguson, Graham and Menzies in our time is of
high worth. In the realms of history, literature and social investi-
gation, E. T. Williams, Latourette, Dubs, McNair, Pearl Buck, Arthur
Smith, Hawks Pott, Arthur Hummel, Sidney Gamble. Lossing Buck are indi-
cative of the variety that is evident in a hundred names of our contem-
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poraries .ho fro;n their .’missionary experience and contacts have drawn
the means to add significantly to knowledge.

8 * Educational Influence in North America . Missionaries and
mission organizations in North America have been widely and persistently
active in disseminating information and sympathetic interest concerning
-he Far Easo. The total circulation of books, pamphlets and magazine
articles nans to thousands of items each year, some of them in tens of
thousands of copies, io tnese must be added sermons, addresses, thou-
sands of study groups, and the manifold personal contacts and platform
appearances of missionaries while in North America. Secretary Stimson
described the two-fold process in his volume, The Far Eastern Crisis ,

as he was explaining the strong American concern for China in t.ha Man -

churian issue of 1931-1932:

For many years China had received from this country the religious,
educational and medical benefits of the greatest private missionary
effort which had ever been made by the people of one country to-
wards those of another, (p. 14 )

Our most general information of China came .. .through the great
missionary movement — religious, educational and medical -- which
had been carried on in China for nearly a century by the churches
and humanitarian organizations of this country. The breadth and
influence of that movement have not always been adequately appre-
ciated by historians. Throughout those years, in almost every fair-
sized American community, particularly through our northeastern
and mid-western states, there had been situated one or more churches
each of which was in whole or in part supporting one or more for-
eign missionaries, a large percentage of whom were working in
China. The news of the ’work of these missionaries coming through
their reports and letters reached a large number of our people
living in almost every quarter of the land. To many of them the
progress of this -work was one of their keenest interests. They
followed the details of Chinese progress as reported to them by
their missionaries and thus acquired a humanitarian interest of a
quite personal character in that land and its people. (pp.l53“54)

Upon this and the foregoing topic. Professor Latourette of Yale has
recently written:

"The larger proportion of American scholars in things Chinese have
been and are either missionaries, former missionaries, or the children of

missionaries. 3ut for missionaries the Occident would have much less of

accurate and sympathetic information concerning China."

Such statements may well be qualified, however, by the concern felt

in missionary circles over the vast development of organizational tasks
which tend to reduce productive scholarship; by the rapid rise of highly
specialized scholarship under the auspices of North American universities
and foundations; and by the increasingly rigorous techniques and stand-
ards which no longer apply the term "scholarly" to many intelligent pro-
ductions of general utility and haute vulgarisation. A particular ins-

tance of helpful contact in America is the interest of groups in fifteen
American colleges and universities (including Yale, Cornell, Princeton,
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Missouri, Penn State, Pittsburgh, Smith and Wellesley), each with one

of the Christian colleges and universities in China.

9 , Unconscious Demonstration of Y/estern Ways . Conversely, in

China and Japan missions are spreading information and friendly ex-

emplification of western ways, ideas and personal character, often with-

out intent or conscious program of doing so apart from the Christian

effort regarded as primary. Their homes and hygiene, their books and

magazines and pictures, their social customs, are of interest and

stimulus, peculiarly so in the smaller cities.

10. Private, Independent Status . Missionaries have generally been

free from the repute or the fact of serving as political and commercial

agents of the United States and Canada. Likewise, the governments of

the sending countries have not generally sought to use missionaries as

agents. Only with ultra-nationalistic and ultra-suspicious Japanese

during recent years of strain has there been considerable misunderstand-

ing on these lines; and then seldom in a degree to injure daily contact

of missionaries with the Christian constituency with other friends and

neighbors of actual acquaintance. The religious and cultural advantages

of this position require no elaboration.

11. Influence on Public Opinion and Government in America .

Li." sionary organizations and missionaries, working by conference and

through public opinion, have exerted some influence upon Washington.
Particularly is this true in the case of China, where missionaries and
their interests liave bulked so large in the total of American personnel
and interests. Apart from the generally friendly and peaceful tendency
to-,Yard the peoples among whom they worked for religious motives, a few
instances may be mentioned with the reminder that missionary influence
was only one among many, and that it cannot be separated for vreighing

and measuring.

The missionary part in the proposal for remitting the Boxer In-
demnity to be used for educational purposes, was considerable. In the
troubled years of the warlords and the rise of the new Kuomintang, the
major voice of mission organizations was for patience and moderate ad-
justment to advancing Chinese nationalism. Increasingly it was urged
that efforts to protect American nationals and American interests
should be kept close to tiie normal international practice, and far from

the risks of military intervention. Relinquishment of extraterritori-
ality has long been advocated by most mission interests, though not by

all, as part of the freeing of China for her own development and of the
reducing of friction from the unequal treaties of the nineteenth
century. China missionaries, and to some extent their home organization
by expounding the facts as seen in China, have contributed to arousing
North American opinion against Japanese encroachments in the crises of
the Tv/enty-One Demands, the Shantung question, the conquest of Man-
churia, the Shanghai attack of 1932, and the war of 1937.

Japan missionaries and their constituent organizations have re-
mained steadfastly friendly to the Japanese people, though sorely
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strained in their attitudes toward the Japanese government and its poli-
cies since 1931f and arriving at a general impasse since 1937. Many of
the North American mission organizations, and often their supporting
churches under missionary and other suggestion, publicly favored stop-
page of war supplies to Japan. At the same time most of them continued
their support of the removal of discrimination in immigration against
the Japanese, and their approval of long-time economic adjustment to
Japanese needs, notably by reduction of American tariffs with the as-
sumption of fair reciprocity. Mission interests were thus one means of
developing and expressing public opinion on the Far Eastern issues, pos-
sibly one of the major means.

12. Christian Contributions to a Jorld Culture . In contrast to
these ethically unavoidable concerns with immediate international re-
lations, missions continuingly develop significant supra-national ele-
ments of culture, some of them set deep in the emotional nature as well
as in the minds the Bible, hymns and the music associated with them;
worship forms; religious pictures and the art associated with them;

translations and adaptations of the classics of western literature,
philosophy, history and science, as well as of the specifically Chris-
tian ethics and general thought; knowledge of English, French and Latin,

besides the more strictly national languages like the Scandinavian
tongues and German. Despite the recency and slightness of the Christian
communities in China and Japan, they have already contributed religious
poems and pictures, hymns, prayers and ethical challenges to the Chris-

tian churches in North America and elsewhere in the .'/est.

OUTSTANDING -LAKNESSES

1

.

Instances of Narrow Religion . In many instances the religion

preached and taught is too highly individualistic and too limited edu-

cationally and culturally to be an adequate vehicle of Christianity or

of general culture.

2. Individualism and Sectarian Division . Also in many instances

the missionary personnel is too individualistic, and missionary organi-

zation too atomistic and sectarian, to make more than fraction of the

cultural contribution that could be made.

3 . Inadequate Entry into Oriental Cultures . Excessive dogmatism;

pride of nation or race or culture; laziness and incompetence in lan-

guage or techniques s these are examples of personal inadequacies which

bar the entry into Oriental "ways of living and thinking that is neces-

sary for religious and cultural diffusion. Specifically, poor under-

standing of the cultural and religious inheritance of the peoples

among whom missions work, is a prime bar to accomplishment.

4. Partial Failure to Enlist Nationals of Hifth Quality . Largely

for the foregoing reasons, there is often a failure to enlist the con-

viction and cooperation of able nationals. This is the obverse of the

fact that the major gains of Christian effort have been made by and

through nationals of recognized character and ability.



5. Difficulty of Propagation from a High Economic Level into a

Lower Level . The difficulty of working from a tradition,

organization and personnel nurtured in a society with relatively high

economic levels, to develop from the beginning an ongoing Christian

community in a society of lower economic levels, is tremendous. One

large-scale solution has appeared in Korea, another in Japan: the first
by concentrating upon a relatively simple and narrow church program; the

second by appealing almost exclusively to middle-class people of the

cities.

6. Family Standards of Living . In particular, the standard of

living required to maintain health and morale for a North American
family in a Far Eastern society is costly and a barrier between them
and much of the local constituency. Catholics often do better with
celibate workers kept less closely in touch with their North American
and other Western constituencies, but at the sacrifice of many social
and cultural influences which families and regular furloughs help to
exert.

7. Backward North America . The lag of the North American churches
and of North American opinion generally tends to restrain missions from
making many adaptations and advances which their leaders recognize as

necessary. Specific education of the constituency is inadequate and
slow.

8. North American Lack in Reciprocity and Fellowship . Entirely
insufficient thought and effort are given to the learning} and partici-
pating values of the missionary enterprise, as well as to the nascent
concept of a world-wide Christian fellowship in which Chinese and
Japanese have full standing.

9. Institutional Inertia, East and West . Institutional inertia of

nationals and missionaries in the Far East, and throughout the entire
missionary organization, limits service in a period of swift change.

10. Administrative Complexity of International Cooperation . The
administrative diffusion and complexity of the Christian enterprise in
the Orient, with its denominational and international ramifications, is
a heavy tax upon total accomplishments. At this moment, the difficul-
ties appear most sharply in the very areas where fruitful cooperation
on a large scale is attempted or contemplated.



III. QUANTITATIVE SUMMARY OP MISSIONS AND CHRISTIAN WORK IN CHINA AND
JAPAN.

1. China : Ills sionaries and Churches

Year missionaries Communicants Ordained All Full-Time K'. American
Chinese Workers Societies

1893 1.324 55,093

1903 2,785 112 , 808 (a) 610 (a)

1906 3,833

1910 5.144 167,075 513(8) 12 . 108(b) 92(b)

1915 5,338 268,652

1920 6,204 366,527 1.305

1925 8,158 402.530(a) 1 , 96 b 27.133(c) 138(a)

1928 4.375(d) 446,631

1930 6,346

1933 5.775

1936 6.059(c) 536.089(a) 2,135 11.662(a)
(plu

132(a)
s 21 unions)

(a) Lobenstine, in Survey of the ’World Mission. 1938.
(b) For the year 1511* Lobenstine as above.
(c) The maximum figure, including all primary school teachers at the

high point, and possibly some service employees.
(d) Directory of Protestant Missions (China), 1928, lists only 3,133.

This was the period of wholesale evacuations and great confusion.

All figures are taken from Boynton, Handbook of the Christian
Movement in China , except as otherwise noted. Ur. Boynton was
statistician for the National Christian Council. Figures for mission-
aries are totals on the active lists, subject to about 20^ reduction
for normal furloughs and health leaves, for arriving at the number in

residence at a given moment. Figures for Chinese are those definitely
reported, and in most cases are considerably within the facts.
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2. China: Educational

Year Primary Schools Students Middle Students Colleges Students

& Kindergartens Schools

1915 5,299 141,051^ 216 13,369 24 1,144

1920 6,946 203,071 231 13*196 16 846

1925 7,333 257,453 333 25.597 16 2,811

1938 2,795 est.150,000 255 43.879 13 5,858

Figures for 1915 and for 1920 are taken from Stauffer, The Chris -

tian Occupation of China , 1922. Those for 1925 are from H. P. Beach
and C. K. Fahs, .'or Id Mis sionary Atlas of that year, but represent the
facts of 1922 as reported in China organizations during 1923 • Similar-
ly the data for 1938 are from the Interpretative Statistical Survey of

World mission of the Christian Church (ed. J. I. Parker) of that year,
but represent in most instances the $a.cts of the year 1936, sometimes
supplemented with later information.

The China Mission Year Book , 1911, reports 3*728 schools of all

types and grades, ith a total of 102,533 students. At that period many
schools comprised part or all of two or more levels, and grading was not
standardized.

Miscellaneous schools of other types are not listed here: industri-
al, normal (up to about 1928) , theological and Bible training, medical
and nursing (to be reported hereafter).

Primary schools were badly dislocated in the wars of the 1920’s,
and were largely turned over by missions to Chinese private groups or
dropped as government schools developed, particularly when the National
Government from 1926-29 refused to register a primary school that
taught religion or maintained religious services.

Middle schools and colleges have tended toward concentration, with
fewer schools but more students. Variations occur in the college statis-
tics because of early problems of grading and because of medical schools
partly in and partly outside the general colleges and universities.

In 1936 girls were 30^ of the middle school students. Students in
Christian middle schools have been running 9% to 10^ of the students in
the middle schools of the country. Of the 255 Christian middle schools,
over half had North American connections. In 230 schools for which re-
ports on missionary service were available, 262 missionaries were working
full time and 141 part time; though 69 schools reported no missionary
teachers

.

As the war broke out in 1937, students in the 13 general colleges
and universities numbered 6,898 (spring). They dropped to about 4*000
in the 1937-1938 year, with fewer than that in regular work at one tine;
but in 1941-1942 they were up to 9*009. By 1937 there were more than

|

11,000 graduates of the Christian colleges and universities. Dropping v
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from consideration some 5% for whom no occupational information was
available, it was found that 41% were engaged in education, 115? reported
as religious workers, 132 were in medicine, 115? in commerce and industry,
62 in public service.

3» China : Medical Work

Yea-r Kospit- Beds Inpatl- Dispen- Total Doctors Nurses Student
als ents Treatments Miss .China Miss .China Nurses

1909 170 151 1.333,482 388
1910

1915 330 15,455 104,418 223 1.535,841 383 191 142

1920 325 15,153 141.516 370 3.186,122 374 309 192 441 1,304

1925 301 16 , 608 165,949 496 3,439,427 499 373 320 1,001 445

1938 300 20,892 00C\J
•O-ih

CM 594 4 , 808,630 287 634 256 1.656 3.955

Figures for 1909-19 10 are taken from the China Christian Year Book
for 1911* Those for 1915 and 1920 are taken from Stauffer, The Christ-
ian Occupation of China . 1922. Those for 1925 are 1938 are taken from
the Atlas and Statistical Survey volumes described in the preceding
section on education? they are based on facts of 1922 and 1936 or 1937 .

The increase in size and activity of hospitals is noteworthy. The
•dispensaries* are often separate clinics conducted by the main hospital.
Missionary doctors have declined sharply as more Chinese doctors have
become available. Missionary nurses have been fairly well maintained,
while Chinese nurses have been developed as a whole new profession, one
of the chief pioneering contributions of missions to China. In recent
years almost all the new recruits are girls. Figures for student
nurses are unsatisfactory because of reclassification and standard-
ization, but tremendous use of the Christian hospitals as small training
schools is obvious.

In 1936, there were 140 schools of nursing. There were six medical
colleges, three of them elements of general universities and three
largely independent. The six schools had 555 students, one of them
including the only full dental college.

North American mission interests maintained I69 of the hospitals,
with 11,713 beds and 356 missionary doctors and nurses— some three-
fifths of the total participation from abroad.

4. China : YMCA and YWCA

The Young Men's Christian Association is in spirit and program pec-

uliarly congenial to Chinese society, which appreciates services of ob-

vious social and educational utility. Moreover, the YMCA was early led

by missionaries who placed above everything else the development of re-

sponsible Chinese Leaders through careful selection and vocational chal-

lenge, combined with opportunities for training often including study,
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observation and practice in North America. In recent years the Inter-

national Committee of the YIJCA has permitted its provision of American

secretaries to drop to 10 persons (in 1925 there were 87), yet the Asso-

ciation continues to be an organization that could -with little strain of

truth be considered highly American in pattern as it is also highly Chi-

nese in personnel and self-consciousness. In 1937 the "Y" maintained 38

city associations and over 130 student associations. There were 289

Chinese secretaries and 8,234 Chinese in some position of responsibility

as local board members, teachers and group leaders. The YMCA has been

most progressive in publication, with valuable translation and original

/orI: in the fields of religion-philosophy-culture, civic training and

social issues. In publication and in student work international contacts

and thought-elements are most clearly effective. The YLICA enterprise

has developed on similar lines to those of the YLICA, with less extaa sive

educational effort and somewhat more attention to labor groups and in-

dustrial problems. In 1937 there /ere 13 -estern secretaries, as again-

st 64 in 1925. Nineteen city associations and 5 rural organizations

were in service, with nearly 100 student groups, 85 for young girls and

10 for laborers.

5. China: Christian Publications

Christian undertakings in the field of books and periodicals are

considerable, and over a period of years have contributed greatly to the

enlightenment of mind and heart, the feeding of healthy interests and

curiosities, among many millions of persons. They are produced mainly
in the vernacular ("National Language"), with variations for special
needs in phonetic, in thousand-character simplifications, in academic
style, and in the non-Chinese languages of the country. There are 69
organizations producing and publishing, of which 33 are solely for that
purpose. The combined Index of the Chinese Literature of Protestant
Churches in China (1933) listed over 4t°00 books and over 1,000 tracts
in print. In 1936, 237 Christian periodicals were published, including

3 dailies, 24 weeklies , 104 monthlies and semi-monthlies. There were
on the eve of the /ar 114 Christian libraries of some extent, mostly
in connection .ith colleges and the stronger middle or with national
organizations , reporting 1,998,000 volur.es. The American Bible Society
has been producing and selling each year more than 40,000 Bibles or New
Testaments, and considerably more than 2,000,000 smaller portions of the
Bible. These were about half the distribution by the British and For-
eign Bible Society. .'ith the National Bible Society of Scotland, the
total annual distribution /as over 9»000,000 items before the war.

6. China: Rockefeller Foundation ar.d Hurvard-Yenching Institute.

The work of the Rockefeller Foundation in China has covered a wide
field, with emphasis upon medical and health services and the natural
sciences, latterly broadened to include more effort in the social sci-
ences. *The Peking Union Medical College purchased in 1915 the interests
of a combination of several missionary institutions, constructed there-
after a new plant costing more than $9,800,000, and made itself an im-
portant center of medical research and instruction, with the natural
accompaniment of a large hospital and a nursing school. In 1928 the
Foundation created the China Medical Board with an endowment of
$12,000,000 to conduct the College. By 1943 the College will have
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received from the Foundation $35*000,000 in total grants and payments.
In the years 1929-1931, expenditures on behalf of Peking Union Medical
College averaged over $1,000,000; for 1931-1938. some $850,000; 1938-
1942, some $600,000.

Particularly noteworthy have been the achievements of the College
in training personnel which the Government of China has found suitable
for manning the National Health Adminstration. Graduates of the College
have usually served as scientists and administrators in this formative
period of modern medical work, rather than as practitioners. Assistance
was given (up to 1928) to a number of mission hospitals, in part to de-
velop their training of nurses. Grants for instruction end equipment in
the natural sciences were directed (until 1934) toward pre-medical train-
ing in some ten universities and colleges, among which were several of
the Christian institutions.

Gince 1934* the Rockefeller Foundation has developed a "China Pro-
gram" directed mainly to ard rural reconstruction, involving personnel
and techniques in administration, education, agriculture, economics,
medicine and public health. Major projects of the "China Program" are
centered in the North China Council of Rural Reconstruction, formed by
the Peking Union Medical College, Ts’ing Hua and Nankai Universities,
and tv/o of the Christian institutions—Yenching and Nanking, with the

Chinese National Association of the Mass Education Movement (more famil-
iar in North America as Jimmy Yen’s enterprises). War changes have ra-

dically modified the original organization. The Foundation also gives
Cooperative aid to Government health and agricultural enterprises. In

1940-1941, $135,000 was allotted to the "China Program," of which

$25,000 was in minor grants-in-aid of research and scientific effort,

$50,000 in fellowships, and $60,000 for eight projects: (l) National

Council of Rural Reconstruction; (2) National Association of the Mass

Education Movement; (3) Yenching College of Public Affairs; (4) Nankai

Institute of Economics; (5) Nanking Department of Agricultural Economics;

(6) National Central University, Department of Animal Husbandry; (7)

National Agricultural Research Bureau; (S) National Health Administration..

The total expenditures on China account for the Rockefeller Founda-

tion, apart from the China Medical Board, have run in recent years as

follows :

1936 $454,190 1939 $298,560

1937 423.675 1940 240,600

1938 367,600 1941 226,000

The general work of the Rockefeller Foundation has been carried on

largely through Chinese agencies, and in the form of grants to approved

projects. It touches other enterprises mentioned in this paper through

assistance in fellowships for use both in China and abroad, and through

significant gifts to the Emergency Fund of the Christian Colleges in

China (for wartime needs).
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The Ilarvard-Yenching Institute aims primarily to develop the work
of several institutions in the field of Chinese culture, including the

Chinese language, literature, art, history, philosophy and religion in

its historical aspects. The Institute holds permanent funds from which
grants of income are made to assist undergreaduate work, with particular
concern for subjects in the field of Chinese culture and for improvement
of quality by provision of library materials and opportunities for re-

search or advanced training, in six of the Christian colleges: Fukien,

Lingnan, Nanking, Shantung (Cheeloo), West China and Yenching. The
Institute further maintains a center of graduate work in Chinese studies
at Yenching University, with elaborate research and publication; and a

graduate training program at Harvard, in which Chinese and western schol-
ars and students alike participate, likewise well provided. with facili-
ties for research and publication. The Ilarvard-Yenching Institute is

already known for high standards of linguistic and other techniques.
Financial reports are not published. The principal sums involved in the
transfers from the Hall Estate amounted to several million dollars. The
Institute has made annual grants of $50,000 to the Emergency Fund of the
China Colleges.

7. Japan

Year missionaries * Communicants Ordained Unordained Women
Total N. Amer. Japanese

*
Jap. staff Workers

1911 67,000 474

1920 1,305 814 1.639 469

1925 1.253 135 , 000 950 1,227

1930 1.198 1.549 2,170 2,170

1938 825 666 208,962 1,759 1.361 432

Data listed under the years 1911, 1925 and 1938 are from G. Fisher's
interpretative article in the 1938 Statistical Survey volume: for the
two latter years they represent data of preceding report periods. Data
listed under 1920 and 1530 are from the Laymen's missions Inquiry, Part
II. The rise in ordained Japanese has more than kept pace with the in-
crease in communicants, while missionaries declined from 1920 and other
Japanese workers v/ere rapidly dropped following 1930.

The 1940 Japan Christian Year 3ook lists the known assignments of
missionaries as follows, according to their primary duties; 435 evangel-
istic, 307 educational, 44 philanthropic, 27 medical, 7 literary.

Educational work is considerable, and was still growing through
1938 Survey reports:
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Year Kindergartens kiddle Schools Colleges
No. Students No. Students No. Students

1925 252 11,799 55 22,663 24 6,418

1938 403 15.349 44 17,615 21 8,427

It is believed that these reports are incomplete, particularly in
the case of the ...iddle schools for the 1938 Survey . Girls ore a
majority of the middle school students in both periods. The Laymen's
Fact-Finding Commission noted that according to government and year-
book figures, Christian higher and secondary schools had more units
and more students than Budhist and Shinte schools combined, despite the
enormously greater membership of their sects,

Christian medical work in Japan has not been greatly advertised,
and the prominent St, Luke's International Medical Center owes much to
the Rockefeller Foundation and other interests. Yet the 1940 Japan
Christian Year Book reported 8 missionary doctors and 19 nurses, in 13

hospitals and sonitoriuns with 1,325 beds, and 15 dispensaries. The
hospitals listed 526,379 treatments and the dispensaries 296,996, This
service of course was possible only because 129 Japanese doctors and

233 others of trained Japanese staff worked with them,

8, Korea — Formosa — Manchuria

An extensive missionary work was carried on in Koreai

Year Missionaries
Total IT* Amer.

Communicants Ordained
Koreans

1925 598 112,059

1938 462 400 148,677 1,050

Sources: World Missionary Atlas; Statistical Survey

In 1925 there were reported 51,604 students in all schools of

which 793 were elementary, 39 middle and 10 industrial. In 1938 there

were 7,000 of the 25,000 secondary school students in the country, and

1,000 out of 3,000 college students, besides 80,000 in elementary

schools.

Korean churches ..ere characterized by a high degree of self-support

on a basis of simple earnestness and devotion. In 1938 there were

4,500 local congregations, owning 4,200 buildings, almost all of which

'..ere built and paid for by their own efforts.

There were 46 missionaries engaged in medical service in Korea,

most of them from North America, All of the 23 hospitals and 37 dis-

pensaries ./ere conducted by North American Societies or by a union in

which they participated. Eighty—'two Korean doctors and 124 Korean

nurses worked with them, besides 245 students,
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Formosa still had 22 Canadian and 20 British missionaries on the

roster in 1933 reports (for 1936). There were 14*395 communicants.

In Manchuria there were only 33 North American missionaries out of

a total of 272, so that their share in the work cannot he considered
important. There were 33*000 communicants.

9* Extent of Roman Catholic Missions

The Catholic Foreign Missionary Society of America (Maryknoll) has

published this year figures of the American priests and religious of

both sexes who are engaged in foreign mission service. There are 814 in

China, Japan, Korea and Manchuria, or- were until the summer of 1942*
when partial repatriation occurred; these are 30% of the total American
missionary strength in all countries of 2,693» Of these 651 served in

China, the field to v/hich we must pay particular attention, even though
the share of Americans in the total effort ’.ms small, as indicated in
the Introduction to this paper.

Annuals published by the Jesuits at Siccawei and by the Lazarists
at Peking, as "well as semi-official articles in the Acta Commissionis
Synodal Is (Peking) during 1941* give statistics for 1938-1939. They
report 3*182,950 of "Roman Catholic population," with annual augmentation
of adults now running around 100,000. There are 2,008 Chinese priests,
as compared with 2,898 foreign; whereas a total of 3*420, of whom 1*369
were Chinese, had been recorded for 193° ( L 1 Annee Missionaire , Paris,
1931). In 1938-1939 the number of brothers had slightly declined to
1,262, of whom Chinese were a majority. Although the 2,261 foreign
sisters had increased over the 1,607 reported in 1933 (Society for the
Propagation of the Faith, Rome), the total of religious women declined

—

especially the Chinese assistants called virgins, who do not take vows.

In 1938-1939 there were four universities and colleges, with over
2,000 students; 91 middle schools with 16,000 students; 3*614 primary
schools, with 206,000 students. Education is particularly strong in
seminaries and in catechist schools.

Reports of the Society for the Propagation of the Faith, cited in
Father J. J. Considine's Across a World (1942) indicate for China 315
hospitals with 16,234 beds, besides 960 dispensaries, with a total of
11»909,123 treatments (presumably these figures are for the year 1939“
1940, since they represent an advance upon official reports in China
for 1938-1935). China Statements indicate 247 or 267 hospitals before
the war, giving about 10,000,000 treatments altogether with several
hundred dispensaries as aids. By 1539 the China reports show 104 or
114 of the hospitals to have been closed, but the total volume of work
was well maintained. It is Impossible to reconcile the high figures
for hospitals with reports of the China Medical Association and various
year books; perhaps certain catholic statistics set a different line as,
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between a hospital and a dispensary or separate clinic. Catholics
conduct some 584 hones and orphanages for the aged and for infants,
caring for 33.196 individuals.

The Society for the Propagation of the Faith reported as of 1933
the following figures, which will serve to show the relative proportions
of Catholic work in China and Japan during the past decade or two:

Area Members Priests Brothers
Miss . Native Hiss. Native

Japan 100,491 251 73 96 141

Korea 115,949 87 84 22 8

Formosa 7,193 14 0 0 0

Manchuria 88,661 152 55 14 0

China 2,541,754 2, 120 1.504 322 408

Area Sisters
Hiss. Natives

Elementary
Sch. Students

Secondary
Sch. Students

Japan 423 355 28 1,938 57 13.369

Korea 37 199 117 12,293 1 317

Formosa 9 2 0 0 1 496

Manchuria 107 212 204 9,660 6 356

China 1,667 2,930 3,701 131,663 313 18,147

The first paragraph of this section will suggest the very largely
international character of the missionary effort of the Catholic Church
in China and Japan, with French, Italian, Spanish, German, Belgian and
other nationalities playing important parts.

10. 3ug;restive Data Ro£ardin£ Missionary Finance and Support

Important as this subject obviously is, no recent and adequate
study has been made. Limitations of space and time for the present
paper preclude anything more than hints of what needs to be done and
might be done. In the first and main table, the first column will give
through the year 1926 missionary income from living donors in 15 lead-

ing Protestant bodies, as collated by C. H. Fahs in his study. Trends

in Protestant Givi nr. (1929); beginning with the year 1927, total

figures of missionary income from all sources as reported by the member

boards of the Foreign Missions Conference (which cover a very high per-

centage of all such funds raised in North America by Protestants) are

available. In the second column are given Department of Commerce .'/hole-

sale nrice indices in terms of the purchasing power of the dollar, with
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1926 equal to $1.00 and the whole period 1922 to 1929 relatively stable;

and in the third column the actual indices, with 1926 equal to 100. In

the fourth column are figures of total realized net income of the nation;

in the fifth, the per capita income adjusted by the general price level,

which income varies much less than is commonly thought; in the sixth,

the same per capita income stated in an index series with 1929 and 100

as the whole period 1923 to 1929 showing little variation. The fourth,

fifth and sixth column figures are taken from R. F. Martin, National
Income in the United States 1799-1933 (National Industrial Conference
Board, 1939), which took the price indices from the Federal Reserve Bank
of New York. For 1939 and 194° • Department of Commerce figures on na-
tional income were used. These vary in previous years from the preceding
series, but are believed to continue the picture without serious distor-
tion.

Year Missionary Purchas- Price Realized Nat- Adjusted Per Index of
Receipts ing Power Index ional Income Capita In Adjusted
(millions) of $1 1926 (1926 (billions) come Per Capita

base) Income
1901 $ 5.3 $17.2 $466 74.6
1906 7.6 23.2 507 81.1

1911 11.2 28.1 535 85.6
1916 13-3 $1 .44 (.a) 69.5U:) 38.8 562 89.9
1918 16 .5 57.0 599 95.8
1919 21.3 62.9 592 94.7
1920 29.7 0.65 154.4 68.4 569 91.0
1921 29.8 56.7 550 88.0
1922 28.5 I.03 96.7 57.2 563 90.1
1923 29.8 0.99 100.6 65.7 610 97.6
1924 26.9 1.02 98.1 67.0 610 97.6
1925 27.9 0.97 103.5 70.1 6 14 98.2
1926 28.2 1.00 100.0 73.5 631 101.0
1927 27.2 1.05 95.4 74.0 626 100.2

1928 41.0(b) 1.03 96.7 75.9 615 98.4
1929 40.7 1.05 95.3 79.5 625 100.0
1930 38.0 1.16 86.4 72.4 599 95.8
1931 30.2 1.37 73.0 60.2 553 88.5
1932 28.2 1.54 64.8 46.7 484 77.4
1933 22.5 1.52 65.9 44.7 472 75.5
1934 24.2 1.34 74.9 51.6 508 81.3
1935 22.7 1.25 80.0 56.3 520 83.2
1936 24.2 1.24 80.8 65.2 564 90.2
1937 25.9 1.16 86.3 69.4 570 91.2
1938 26.4 1.27 78.6 62.3 531 85.0
1939 24.7 1.30 77.1 70.7(c)
1940 24.3 1.27 78.6 76.0(c)

(a) For the year 1915-
(b) Here the reports of the Foreign Missions Conference begin. See (l)

of comment below.
(c) Department of Commerce figures, a different series.
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Comment

:

(1) It is known that the Foreign Missions Conference figures in-
clude a much larger number of societies than do those of Fahs (although
most of the additional organizations are small). For 1927 the Conference
had its first figure, $34*679,563, as against $27,179*594 for Fahs'
group. This would seem to suggest that Conference figures would run
about 2552 to 30? above Fahs' group, or that Falls' group would count al-
most 80# of Conference figures, if other years had been computed for
them both. The difference is not merely in number of societies, but per-
haps more in the fact that the Conference does not limit its reports to
those of contributions by living donors, as did Fahs; but also includes
bequests, expired annuities and interest from endowments. These "other
sources" than living donors provide in three sample years 13# to 13% of

the total receipts as reported to and from the Conference. The samples
suggest that about 8$% of receipts, on the average, come from living
donors.

(2) The Canadian share in these financial figures, and in the total

enterprise of North American missions, is about 10%.

(3 ) In crude dollars, the peak of Fahs' series (through 1927) was
reached in 1921, but there was no critical change in 1920-1927. The Con-

ference series (1928-1940) dropped radically in 1931 and again in 1933.

with a slight rally thereafter. The net change for the decade 1929-1938,

the fairest and most convenient for comparative purposes, was a decline

of about 35.1# (1928 to 1940, 40.7%).

(4) In terms of purchasing power in the United States, the recent

changes have been much less drastic. Represented in 1926 dollars, the

1929 receipts would be about $42.7 million and the 1938 figure about

$33.5 million, a decline of about 21.3^*

(5) In the same period, 1929-1938, realized national income dec-

lined from $79.5 billion to $62.3 billion or about 21.6#. Per capita in-

come for the whole population of the United States, adjusted in terms of

Purchasing power, declined from $625 to $531 * or about 15*0#.

( 6 ) The highest ratios of missionary receipts to realized national

income (allov/ing for the differences between Fahs' figures and those of

the Conference) were found in 1920-1923 and again in 1932* though the

years 1928-1934 were all high. Thereafter receipts failed to keep pace

with general economic improvement. In general, missionary receipts are

"inelastic," rather stubbornly maintained in depression, but slow to rise

(7) These comments should not be interpreted as obscuring the seri-

ous decline in missionary giving. Other unfavorable factors are theses

(a) no allowance has been made for increase in membership, and conse-

quent decline in per capita giving; (b) the expansion of national income

and the increase in prices within the United States since 1939 place the

missionary receipts in a lower real rating than the crude dollar figures

imply; (c) increase in prices abroad or unfavorable tendencies in ex-

change rates at times have offset apparent advantages due to lower prices

in America, and in the latest years they are critically serious in the

case of China.
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Pahs' study covered the whole field of giving for all purposes

among the chief denominations. He found that benevolent giving tended

to run about 22# of current giving, as against about 70# for congrega-

tional expenses, though the benevolent ratio touched 35# in 1920 under

the stimulus of ’war and extraordinary campaigns for funds. With little

change throughout the period 1913-1927, about 30# of benevolent gifts

were made for foreign missions. From 1919 to 1927, the per capita gifts

for benevolences were sufficiently above those of 1913 to compensate

easily for the decreased purchasing power of the dollar as compared with

1913. Pahs did not find evidence that the fundamentalist controversies

of the early 1920's had converted funds from the regular denominational

treasuries to agencies apparently more congenial to fundamentalist

givers. He discovered the great importance of the vast campaigns of

1920-1922 in pushing up the whole scale of giving for all purposes to

abnormal levels. Pahs also demonstrated the significance of the great

expansion of church and church-related properties, 'which more than doub-

led in dollar values between 1916 and 1926, with a concentrated building
development 1923-1925. Although the improvements were made mostly with

new money, debt and interest became a tremendous factor in annual finan-

cing for the coming period. The Methodist Episcopal Church alone paid

$4,000,000 interest in 1928, and the Southern Baptists $2,600,000 in 192b

which was equal to their total giving for state, national and foreign
missions.

In the Statistical Survey of the dorld Mission (1938)* Lobenstine
shows that incomplete reports record $11,742*000 used annually in Christ-
ian enterprises in China, of which nearly $5,000,000 was raised in that

country. Of the nearly $7, 000,000 from abroad, designated origins are

in the following ratios: North America 72.6; Great Britain 20.7; Europe
6.7. The distribution of China Inland mission funds according to country
of origin would raise the British and lower the North American percentages
a few points. But it would appear that two-thirds at least of the for-
eign support of Protestant missions in China has come from North America
in recent years. (Compare with Lobenstine 1 s figures the Foreign Missions
Conference items of about $4.000,CC0 for each year 1936-1938). C. F.

Remer was able to learn of remittances from the United States to China
in 1928 of the following figures, admittedly incomplete: Protestant,

societies, $5*607*319 (compare the Foreign Missions Conference figure of

$6,567,056); Catholic societies, $222,564; philanthropic and educational
institutions, $1,867,394* (These figures are from Foreign Investments in
China, 1933* P.307).

Remer estimates that in 1900 American Protestant mission property
was valued at $5,000,000, as compared with business and financial hold-
ings of $19,700,000; in 1914 at $10,000,000, as compared with business
and financial holdings of $49*200,000. For 1930 he estimated the Ameri-
can Protestant mission property at $27,355*720; American Catholic soci-
eties' property at $1,022,422; philanthropic and educational institutions
$13,526,747. At that time business and financial holdings of property
and securities were $196,800,000. The State Department reported in 1928
that American missionary and philanthropic holdings in China were valued
at $52,100,000; but this and other estimates still higher are believed
by Remer to have been affected by changes in the rate of exchange for
China's silver currency (Remer, pp. 260, 302-308). In 1938 the proper-
ties of the 13 Protestant colleges and universities were valued at
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$11,685,438, Part cf which sums were not contributed from abroad. These
amounts provide some hints as to the importance of capital expenditures,
mainly from American church groups.

The background of missionary giving in the general contributions of
United States and North American churches is roughly indicated in the
following data:

Year Members of All
Religious Bodies

Total Contributions
For All Purposes

1916 41 , 926,854 $328,809,999

1923 48,224,014 547,560,562

1926 54,576,346 817,214,528

1936 55.807,366 518,953.571

1940 64,501,494

Sources: For 1916, 1926 and 1936, the Census of Relig-
ious Bodies, conducted by the United States Department of Commerce, which
uses data supplied by the organizations themselves under close inquiry.
For 1923, the 1924-25 Yearbook of the American Churches (Federal Council
of Churches of Christ, New York"5T which includes Canadian figures. In
the period 1916 -1926 , three groups changed the definition of member" in
such a manner as to include children formerly not reported; hence the
ensuing figures are not comparable 'with earlier reports. For 1940. the
individual reports of "religious affiliation," a loose and inclusive
figure from the Census of the United States, are recorded.

Notes: (l) The term "all religious bodies* not only comprises all

types of Protestant, Catholic and Orthodox Christians, but also Jews and
adherents of minor religions. Within this total, Protestants are about
61^ of all persons over 13 years of age. (2) The 1926 Census of Relig-
ious Bodies divides the total contributions of $817,214,528 into benevol-
ent and missionary items of $150,097,167, current expense and improve-
ments, $655,220,128, and a smaller element undifferentiated. The ratio
of benevolent to expense figures is $1.00 to $4»37» or, benevolent items

are 18.6/J of the total differentiated contributions. (3 ) The 1936
^ensus of Religious Bodies divides its total of $518,953,571 into

$71,079,168 for benevolences, $417,054,056 for expenses and improvements,

and the remainder undifferentiated. The ratios comparable for those of

1926 above are: $1.00 to $5*87, or 14*7 per cent. Compare the figures
for major Protestant denominations on page 22.

Further indications of interest are shown in items from the United
Stewardship Council, which for 1925 comprised 25 denominational groups,

with 22,309,805 American and Canadian members; and for 1935-36 comprised

21 groups somewhat differently constituted. The data were published in

the Federal Council's Handbook of the American Churches. 1926-27; and

its Yearbook of the A-erican Churches, 1937,
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Year Benevolent Budgets Congregational Expenses All Purposes

Total Per Capita •‘•otal Per Capita Total Per Capita

1925 $91,315,275 $4.11 $342,552,496 $15.35 $469,871,678 $21.05

1935- 53.391.330 246,290.875 300,201,381

1936

Interpretation of these figures and of those in the preceding table

requires reference to changes in national income and in price levels, as

provided in the table on page 18 above. The United Stewardship Council's

figures indicate ratios of $1.00 for benevolence to $3*73 and to $4.61,
respectively, in 1925 and in 1935~36, for significant Protestant denomi-

nations. The benevolent percentages in total differentiated contribu-
tions were 21.4 and -17.7. The decline is marked, though in both cases

the showing is a little better than for all religious bodies as on p* 21.

10. Data on Mission Expenditure in China and Japan

Beginning -with 1928, the Foreign Missions Conference has gathered
from its member societies and boards their figures of total expenditures
for foreign missions, and of expenditures for each of the major areas in
which funds are used. These figures of expenditures* are intended to

cover all current items on account of areas to which missions are sent:
salaries, transportation, supplies, work projects, ordinary maintenance
of property and the like. They are intended to exclude administrative,
educational and promotional items in North America, and also capital
items in other areas, such as purchase of real property, erection of
buildings and extraordinary repairs. In brief, 'expenditures* refer to
Current maintenance of missions abroad. Hence the total expenditures
thus recorded average, for the years 1928-1940 inclusive, $3.9 million
less than the total receipts; i.e. t on the average, capital and adminis-
trative categories comprised $3*9 million each year. For 1928 and 1929,
such items amounted to over $8 million each year, when capital progress
was in full 3wing. In 1933. at the moment of maximum retrenchment at
all points, the figure was only $1.3 million. In 1938, 1939 and 1940
the figure was stable at $3.8 million, close to the average for the whole
period. The average for capital and administrative items is 13.6« of
the total receipts 1923-1940; for the last three years of the period, it
is 16£; for the first two years, before the influence of the depression
was apparent, it was 2C.b%.
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Distribution of the total expenditures defined above has been thus
(figures in millions):

Year All Areas China Japan Korea

1928 $32.3 $6.6 $3.7 $1.5
1929 32.2 6.4 3.4 1.5
1930 32.9 6.3 3.5 1.5
1931 27.2 4.9 3.1 1.3
1932 26.1 4.7 2.6 1.0
1933 21.2 4.0 1.7 0.8
1934 21.2 4.0 1.6 0.7
1935 20.2 3.8 1.6 0.7
1936 21.8 3.9 1.5 0.7
1937 22.6 4.3 1.7 0.8
1938 22.6 4.1 1.6 0.7
1939 20.9 3.5 1.5 0.6
1940 20.5 3.7 1.5 0.7

Changes in
were as follows

:

percentage

:

of total expenditures in the critical decade

Year China Japan Korea Total Three Areas

1929 20.4 11.6 4.7 36.7
1938 17.9 7.2 3.3 28.4

Although nc> exact comparisons are in hand , such declines in the
absolute and in the relative financial support of missions in China and
Japan follow in the main the tendencies of the preceding period, as dis-
covered in the Laymen’s Missions Inquiry , Fact-Finders 1 Reports . vol.VII,
Home Base and Hissionary Personnel (see p. 75 in particular) . That in-

vestigation for eight significant boards found expenditures for China
missions declining every year 1921-1930, with a total drop of 26%; for
Japan, irregular decline of 16% (net). India missions, by contrast,
gained 11% among the eight boards in the same period, definitely replac-
ing China as the leading field of effort. All told, it seems clear that
in to decades there has been in practice a considerable transfer of

emphasis in missions, away from China and Japan (and Korea as well), and
to ;ard India and other areas.

IV. RBCSiH? TRENDS WITHIN HI SSI ON ENTERPRISES

1. Growth of Cooperation and Union . Cooperation and Union have

moved forward. The National Christian Council of China represents some

58% to 60% of the Protestant membership, and a much higher percentage of

elements connected with American societies. Its constituent units, the

China Christian Educational Association and the Commission on Christian

medical Work, both include a very high percentage (above 90) of the

Protestant work in their respective fields. The representation of the

National Christian Council of Japan was almost complete. Both the Na-

tional Christian Councils developed well in relative peace, and under

stress of war conditions they have tended to gain in the importance of
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their consultative functions and in influence upon denominational leader-

ship. In Korea, governmental suppression or assimilation to Japanese

interests of anything in the country that might suggest nation wide co-

operation, even for closely defined religious concerns, has for years

prevented a healthy growth of voluntary cooperation. In both China and

Japan, a number of the larger cities have local councils with consider-

able dooperation. Also in both countries there is practical unity in the

publication of the Scriptures, and combination of many missions and

churches in Christian Literature Societies; though denominational pub-

lishing is still important. In China there are scores of union schools

and hospitals, representing the combination of two to a dozen church

bodies in organs appropriate for doing a particular piece of work: and a

smaller number of such unions are found in Japan.

There has long been pressure from some groups of nationals and from

some groups of missionaries toward increasing unity, in the face of in-

ertia and institutional interests on the part of certain Chinese or Jap-
anese leaders, and comparable factors in the North American constituen-
cies. A number of important unions have brought real encouragement.

In both China and Japan, the (American) Protestant Episcopal Church has

long united its work with that of the Church of Ehgland and of the

Church of England in Canada. In Japan, since 1907 the various Methodist
churches have been united, with American and Canadian missions assisting.

In gradual stages from. 1922, the Church of Christ in China has com-
bined a considerable body of Presbyterian and Reformed Churches with
earlier regional unions and also with diverse units of a congregational
type (Presbyterians of England, Ireland, New Zealand, Korea and the
United States of America; Church of Scotland; Reformed Church in America,
Reformed Church in the United States; United Church of Canada; British
Congregationalists and part of the American; one conference of Methodists;
English Baptists; United Brethren; union and independent Chinese church-
es). This complex union is listed in detail as suggesting the difficul-
ties of such efforts, and also because of its inherent importance. For
the Church of Christ in China comprises 23% to 21$ of the Protestant
membership in China.

The formation of the United Church of Canada in 1925 means that so
far as missions in China and Japan are concerned, there are only two
significant church bodies in that country; and each of them is already
within larger unions in China and in Japan, as described above. The
union of the major Methodist bodies in the United States was promptly
followed (I9'4l) by union of the related churches in China (previously
combined in Japan). Thus the process of integration goes forward now
and again. The eleven largest churches in China now comprise 86% of the
membership in the entire country, as do eight churches in Japan (four
churches alone in Japan, 7120. The recent union (1941 and continuing)
of all Japanese churches under government auspices will be mentioned
later.
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2« Relations of Missions with Chinese and Japanese Churches *
Missions have decreased as churches have increased, turning over
authority with varying speeds and processes. In Japan the trend has
been longer and more thoroughgoing, because of at least three important
factors: the relatively high educational and economic level of the
Japanese membership; the closely connected fact that the membership was
largely urban and middle-class; the strong national pride and self-
forced independence of the Japanese Christians. With variations of
method and degree, a large majority of missionaries were individually
related to the Japanese church organizations, and served them from with-
in or on the fringes. The mission organization acted only in secondary
functions with the Japanese participating in most of them. The mission
organizations often maintained, however, direct relations with semi-
autonomous institutions like those of higher education. In China the
pace has been slower, for reasons the converse of those given for the
Japanese course. But in a majority of the larger Chinese church bodies
there is either autonomy with missionaries acting on more or less the
same footing as Chinese workers; or there is a form of joint organizatin
in which a certain ratio of places is assigned to missionaries, some-
times giving them equal voice in determination of budgets and policies.

In both countries, institutions are almost all in the hands of

boards in vriiich nationals are a strong majority, and in which the real
administrative head is a national. (There were in Japan some conspicu-
ous exceptions, up to 1V40» where a missionary was head.) Normally,
the individual voice counts according to character, knowledge and ex-
perience, regardless of nationality or status. If the mission's fi-

nancial contribution is substantial it is usually because of serious

need, and therefore the opinion of responsible missionaries carries

weight out of proportion to numbers. By and large the relationships

between missionaries and nationals in Christian organizations are good,

and many testify that in their organizations there have never been

divisions upon lines of nationality, but always upon individual judg-

ment crossing national lines. In Japan there was some strain, but

cordiality and personal confidence usually persisted up to the acute

stages of 194°» and instances thereafter.

In Korea there was considerable self-reliance among the churches,

yet a good deal of mission paternalism and proprietorship of institu-

tions. Important groups of missionaries took a stronger stand on the

shrine question than most of the Korean leaders thought wise or possible,

and in the atmosphere of police intimidation there was a serious estrang-

ment of some missionaries from the organized work of the churches.

This late and unprecedented development should not obscure the long-

time and underlying cordiality. The basic difference was not between

missionaries and Koreans, but between missionaries and the require-

ments of the Japanese authorities.

3 . Expression in Eastern Cultural Forms . In China and Japan there

has been progress in the ability of Christian workers to find forms of

expression for historic Christianity that are in harmony with their own

treasured culture. Noteworthy are new hymns and adaptations of music,

a steadily increasing volume of literature written by nationals on their
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own initiative and with entire freedom of medium, experimentation with

worship forms and church decoration and symbolism, attempts to Chris-

tianize or to provide Christian analoga for family rites or time-honored

social customs. The new union hymnal in China, for example, which has

already sold 300,000 copies, uses 60 original Chinese hymns or tunes

out of 2,800 submitted. Largely under missionary stimulation, but broad-

ening out into more initiative, are efforts to adapt national architec-

tural forms to the needs of churches and institutions, (in China the

experiments in educational buildings of modernized Chinese style, put

up by missions from Canton to Peking and from Shanghai to Chengtu, have

had obvious influence upon a developing type of architecture for public

buildings.) Religious pictures by Chinese and Japanese artists, using

a classical or modified classical style, are of first quality. The

Catholic Church has what is practically a school of Christian art in

Peking

•

4 # Chinese and Japanese Contributions to North America : Cultured

Personalities . The proper fruitage of respect for the personalities

and the culture of Chinese and Japanese, and their own advance in Chris-

tian and other groups during recent years, is found in a growing sense

of mutuality. Orientals are recognized as having much to give to West-

ern culture, and in particular to Christianity as a world-wide family.

The personalities of Chinese and Japanese Christians are known and
respected among many rail lions of North American Christians, by report in

books and periodicals, by familiar portraits in print, by visits in

person and addresses before thousands of church groups. Not only in

their own countries by missionaries, but by mission administrators, in
the sending countries and by church leaders in national and inter-
national church conferences, a score of Chinese and a dozen Japanese
are now definitely and intimately reckoned among the responsible leaders
of the Church Universal. The books of one of them are prized through-
out the world.

5* Educational Method in Religion . The educational aspects of
church work have been widely improved by application and adaptation of
the emphases and techniques of schools of religious education in North
America. The training of laymen, the instruction of children in Sunday
Schools, the bettering of forms of public worship and the challenge of
improved aids to private and family devotions, the revision of materials
and methods employed in curriculum and voluntary classes for school
children and young people, all show advance.

6. Rural Community Programs . Realizing that their work was dis-
proportionately developed in cities, missions have attempted to devote
skilled workers to rural improvement programs. By 1938* some 75 mis-
sionaries in China were devoting all or part time to rural reconstruc-
tion work, and the number was slowly increasing until war imposed severe
reductions. Meanwhile, and continuing through the present, special
enterprises for training in rural life techniques both new missionaries
and missionaries on furlough, have been undertaken in North America.
Cornell University, Iowa State College, Scarritt College, Oregon State
College and other institutions have heartily cooperated in providing
special one-year courses or intensive institutes of five to six weeks.
About 150 China missionaries have utilized these opportunities since



By 1937 there were in China some 15 considerable schools or experi-
mental and training centers for extending skills of rural improvement
among Christian Chinese and their communities. The most extensive of
these enterprises was the College of Agriculture and Forestry of the
University of Nanking, which had supplied nearly one-third of all the
graduates of agricultural courses of college level in China, and was the
only college giving full work in forestry. This college largely staffed
national and provincial government undertakings in agricultural and rural
improvement, particularly those concerned with crop improvement and
agricultural cooperatives. Its work has included manifold investigation
and experimentation, notably in plant breeding and in farm economics, and
the production of varied agricultural literature including the familiar
bulletins and a most useful farm newspaper. Cooperative relationships
with many branches of governmental effort have been productive. Other
types of specialized agricultural service are exemplified in Lingnan
University’s work in sericulture and West China Union University's
horticulture.

7. Cooperation with Governments . It is characteristic of recent
mission work to be more and more related to developing government pro-
grams -in educational and welfare efforts of all types. A conspicuous
example is in medical work, particularly in public health undertakings
and rural clinics. Sometimes the cooperation is largely in terms of

common planning to avoid duplications and get better distribution of

total facilities far below the needs of the community; sometimes it is in

providing personnel for enterprises -which the governmental authorities

are prepared to finance and to supply. Usually there has been autonomy

for the Christian organization, especially in personnel and administra-

tion, of a sort satisfactory to it. These statements are made chiefly

for China, but there were also some good examples in Japan and Korea of

cooperation with municipal or county health administrations.

8 . The Church and Social Dtity . There has been increasing conviction

that Christians must come to grips with the social difficulties that

handicap their neighbors, a conviction which is expressed in greater

variety and bulk of social service. The tendency of service organs to

develop an independent institutional life apart from the Christian Church,

has combined with pessimism over the course of the secular society and

with movements in theology to bring about a reaffirmation of the primacy

of the Church as the comprehensive Christian body. Social service is,

in this corrective trend, to be considered as the Church's necessary

exjiression of Christian brotherhood, rather than as the task of detached

enterprises that may soon lose their original motivation.

9 . Changes in Lissionarv Personnel? Type and Age . There have been

certain important changes in the prevailing type of missionaries , though

they are not capable of easy statistical measurement, and must be re-

ported with diffidence. Among the major societies the average education-

al level has risen, most missionaries repre enting in China and Japan

the organizations of the Foreign Missions Conference have had graduate

training and some experience in Nort-- America before they are sent out;

commonly they spend one or more years of furlough time in lurtner study,

especially if they are engaged in medical, educational or other ..ork

inviting technical specialization.



The average age of missionaries in service has risen, due to the

relatively small ratio of new missionaries sent out since 1925. with the

depression, the Chinese Nationalist wars of 1925-23, and the discouraging

situation in Japan and Korea, and now the war of 1937 as acutely unfavor-

able factors. This change should not be exaggerated in its quantitative

or its qualitative aspects, but surely it affects a view of personnel

for coming years. Gains in average experience are an offset, at least

for a time, to the probable loss in contact with youth and also in im-

agination and venturesome originality.

Since 1925 the selective process has been rigorous, and on the 'whole

a favorable one, since some young missionaries of the boom period 1920-

1925 were not thoroughly devoted to their faith or to the communities

which they entered. The tendency has been roughly, and with some un-

fortunate cases of loss, to weed out those who 'were v/eaker in body or in

spirit, those who found difficulty in adapting themselves to hard changes

in China, Korea or Japan.

The unhappy controversies of the 1920's over fundamentalist-modern-

ist issues were largely induced from North America, and passed by in

China and Japan as they passed here. But also it lias been true that

missionaries and their national colleaques have for the most part real-

ized they had no energies to waste in disputes within Christian circles.

True relief has come in proper and cooperative concentration upon the

overwhelming tasks before the Christian enterprise. Fundamentalist and

modernist ways of thinking there still are, but conflict is rare.

Meanwhile there is noticeable increase in what may be termed the

Holiness type of missionaries and of nationals, though the change is

spotty by areas and situations, and has not altered the large picture of

missions in China and Japan. Fairly complete listings in Boynton's 1936
Handbook of the Christian Movement in China and in the Japan Christian
Year Book 194° indicate for China about 150 and for Japan about 80 mis-
sionaries who represent the Holiness-Pentecostal groups and independents.
These are about $% and 12^, respectively, of the North American mission-
ary totals. No hard and fast lines or descriptions are justified, how-
ever. They tend more to the emotionalist, fundamentalist and extreme
individualist types than do missionaries of the "regular" and larger
societies.

10. Unusual Developments in Japan and in China . Two instances of
major change in particular countries call for brief attention. In Japan
the suppression of "dangerous thoughts" and of social science since about

1924, the "crisis" psychology and whole program of intensified national-
ism and of concentrated control of the people since 1931. have tended to
limit considerably the freedom of action and spirit of missionaries and
still more of nationals associated with them. Adaptation to the situa-
tion was necessary as the price of survival, and the process has been
sufficiently gradual so that many persons who went through it wefe not
clearly aware of its extent. But the fact of cramping and the sense of
futility have cut down the possibilities of Christian effort. on the part
of many. Much good 'work went on, and mission circles generally are glad
that it did. But conformity to national requirements as interpreted by
the bureaucrecy and the gendarmerie was a numbing influence.
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In China the prominence of Christians in the National Government has
undoubtedly meant much to the morale of Christians in that country, and
has served to dissipate elements of lingering prejudice against Christi-
anity in the public at large. There are many cross-currents in the
matter, and missionary organizations deplore some of the boastings of a
journalistic type. Here it is intended to point out the vast difference
that the presence of Christian officials high in China’s government has
made to American opinion. For tens of millions of North Americans that
fact is a symbol (exaggerated by some) of character, of trustworthiness,
of spiritual kinship: it is therefore a fact of great significance to
the cultural and political relations of China with North America.

11, Interest of the Sending Churches . Changes in the sending
churches of the United States and Canada have been touched in the matter
of important unions (Methodists, United Church of Canada), in the subsi-
dence of controversy, and in reports of their gifts and missionary per-
sonnel. Has their general interest in missions changed, their knowledge
of missions advanced or declined, their specific devotion in gifts and
time quickened or slackened? Important as these matters are, they have
not been studied thoroughly. Little tangible evidence is available.
>?e must rely upon the composite judgment of selected administrators in a

number of mission organizations of different types.

It is fairly clear that in recent years the amounts received from
large givers are relatively less important than formerly; and conversely,
that the total number of small givers has increased. It is believed that
the spread of information about missions and the countries to which they
are sent, as indicated by the circulation of missionary books and peri-
odicals and study materials, has tended forward with minor oscillations.
There is assurance of advance in quality and breadth of interpretation.
Books and other materials for the study of missions are increasingly
marked by specialization of content and form for particular types and
ages of readers, rather than depending on a few popular books to cover

unanalyzed needs; by denominational dependence on the cooperative Mis-
sionary Education movement for the major items in their annual programs,

thus tending to raise the standard of quality throughout: by broader,

fuller information about current developments in the respective countries
where missions are at work; by continual presentation of the personali-
ties of Christian nationals.

Few of these developments can be reported in quantitative terms, but

from 1923 to 1940 the Missionary Education Movement published 14 major

books on China, Japan and Korea, grouped in 7 of the 18 years, with
total sales of 4&2.700 or an average of almost 35.000 per book. Covering

all areas of missions, the 12 adult books of the Central Committee on

United Study of Foreign Missions (1921-1930) sold an average of 80,000

copies, besides 10 junior books in the same period at nearly 19,000

copies each. The La?,mien’s Missions Inquiry , Fact-Finders’ Reports , Vol.

VTI, 1933, records a general increase of classes and of special schools"
or institutes for the brief concentrated study of missions, with a total

apparently reaching well over a million persons for three major boards.

The Baptists maintain a reading program for missions books (in over 40%

of their churches, the Laymen found) which advanced steadily from 1920 to

1930 and is now active. In 1920, 48,000 books were reported read in

organized groups, and in 1930 over a million.



Missionary interests are now more widely represented in the entire

educational process of the local church. Sunday School lessons and ma-

terials for all grades of religious education systematically include

missionary units. Similarly there is wider diffusion among local organi-

zations of church women, for the tendency in local congregations to

merge missionary societies in the general women's societies carries cer-

tain missionary programs into the larger groups. It is too early yet to

judge whether loss of intensity and thoroughness will undo the advantages

of reaching more women with some little knowledge; and the variety of de-

nominational and local adjustment is infinite. There is definite advance

in interest, study and reading among men's and mixed adult groups in
some denominations; and among young people and children in many denomi-
nations. A new hook on Missionary Education in Your Church has gone in-

to a second printing of 5,000 copies within two months. Many reports in-

dicate that the war and acute concern for international relations in the
post-war world have turned toward missions considerable groups of church
people who previously were indifferent. Through recent years, materials
prepared for children are much in demand by schools and libraries for

use in developing "world friendship" programs. Missionary materials are
also widely employed for adult and high school programs on inter-racial
questions and on international questions. Indeed, it is highly signifi-
cant that in many church groups a new and healthy anxiety about racial
questions in this country has come into being from the missionary con-
sciousness of the importance and worth of the races that are not white.

Finally, it should be noted that in the past two decades missions
in the Far East have had peculiar difficulties puzzling and discouraging
to American church people. The disorder in China up to 1931 and the
violence of the Japanese invasion, the altered status and control of
Manchuria, the increasing nationalist tension in Japan and her subject
areas, all tended repeatedly and almost cumulatively to make supporters
feel that the effort was not worth while, to lead friends and families
to desire the withdrawal of missionaries. What has been done has been
done against this type of obstacle.

V. WAR-TIME CHANGES

1. Displacement of Missionaries. Missionary personnel was reduced
slightly during the early part of the Sino-Japanese war , in both China
and Japan; somewhat more during the period 1939-1941, particularly in
Japan and Korea; and was put almost completely out of service in Japan
and Korea following Pearl Harbor, with a large degree of immobilization
in Occupied China. In China reports of 14 mission boards showed that
between the summer of 1937 and the spring of 1939 only $% of their mis-
sionaries had withdrawn or retired, little difference from the ordinary
rate but practically without replacements. The National Christian Coun-
cil of China reported in June 1941 for 18 principal societies of all
nationalities, that as compared with June 1937, 68/£ of their men and 5G%
of their women were at work (these figures of course include both Free
and Occupied China; the majority of missionaries from the "North American
boards were -working in Occupied China). The percentage for Americans
was a little lower, because the pressure for evacuation, and the response
to such pressure, was more considerable among American citizens than
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among the various British and continental groups. Some 200 missionaries
are known to have transferred from Occupied to Free China, of whom per-
haps half were North Americans.

After Pearl Harbor there remained of North American missionaries
(children not counted): in Japan, 76; in Korea, 21; in Manchuria, 3; in
Occupied China including Hongkong, 766, Of these, 420 returned on the
Gripsholn in August, leaving still in Japan, 37; in Occupied China about
450 • lb is presumed that almost all of these will be repatriated soon.
There are at -work in Free China about 850 North American missionaries.
This is a sharp contrast with nearly 3*000 on the normal list for China.
Many of the missionaries now in the field have remained beyond their
normal furlough times, and have long been under extraordinary strain of
emergency duties and of economic difficulties for their Chinese colleag-
ues and constituencies, for their projects of work, and latterly for thar
on living.

2. Serious Effects on National Personnel . National personnel of
Christian enterprises has been variously affected. In Japan and Korea
and in some sections of Occupied China, political pressure has been per-
vasive upon all and intense upon some. The standard of living has se-
verely declined, for middle-class persons in Japan and for Koreans gen-
erally, with corresponding influence upon the vitality and the means of
Christian groups. Yet during the early years of the war there was a

good deal of industrial prosperity, even of boom, in Japanese cities;
Christian churches and social enterprises did not experience much finan-
cial difficulty. In Occupied China, Chinese personnel were severely re-

duced by migration, and the remainder have suffered grievously by whole-
sale dislocation of the communities in 'which they serve, by loss of their
own property and dwellings, by confiscation or closure of the enterprises
in which they formerly worked, by impoverishment of their families, and
the like, litigation was considerable up to Pearl Harbor, because mis-

sionaries were able to keep many things going in cooperation with the

Chinese personnel, whether emergency or regular enterprises; and as a

last resort there was relief aid. Host of the personnel showed remark-

able moral stamina in resisting the many pulls to give up the struggle of

useful religions, educational and social work. But the drags are cumu-

lative, and after this year the economic grind will be yet more remorse-

less.

In Free China, local personnel were splendidly supplemented by mi-

gration, though not without the problems of adjustment because of the

frequently superior training, vigor and selection of the newcomers.

Morale has in general remained high through severe exertion in extra-

ordinary tasks. But in the past two years the march of inflation and

shortage of necessaries has tolu on health of faiuilies, has cruelly cut

men out of their vocations in order to survive, and has reduced the en-

ergies and spirit of many who stay by their commitments. The total loss

by dislocations and inadequate readjustments, and by decline in number

and quality, is serious. Church, college and United China Relief Funds

are again an invaluable mitigation of disaster. Growth in responsibility

and self-reliance of nationals, the development of character and leader-

ship under the stimulus of hard conditions and great needs, are a major

compensation-—as in some sense also in Occupied China and in the Japanese

Empire. For China as a whole, throughout the wan there has been economic
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distress bearing heavily upon the middle-class townspeople from whom

come large fractions of Christian personnel. Loss of proper housing and

of personal effects, continued inability to draw income equal to the fan-

tastic rise in prices, hardships 'from exposure in violence and in dif-

ficult travel, lessened protection against sickness, acute burdens for

family members similarly affected, all these constitute a total, cumu-

lative strain that has too plainly weakened the bodies and spirits of

many useful persons. It is remarkable that a large percentage of Chris-

tian staff have maintained faith, courage and devotion to serve to the

limit of their powers.

3 . Loss and Damage to Property . Property losses to the Christian

enterprises are already very heavy, particularly in Occupied China.

There has been no adequate attempt to record them, even in early stages

of the war. Within two years from the outbreak of hostilities in 1937,

more than 150 mission compounds are known to have been destroyed or dam-

aged by bombing alone. Loses by bombing have continued to be signifi-

cant, and may again become currently large in later stages of the war.

Deliberate burning by the Japanese soldiery has caused some losses thus

far, and it may become common as they are driven back in territory they

nov/ occupy. Looting and wanton destruction of equipment and personal

property have been irregularly serious. Confiscation or utilization of

American and Canadian properties are fairly frequent, especially since

the summer of 1942, but have not been universalized. Indeed, most

church buildings have thus far been left in the hands of local congre-

gations, and some schools and hospitals likewise—under Japanese direct-

ion. In Free China, bombing lias caused much loss.

In Japan, comparatively little property was held under or for for-
eign interests, and most of that seems to remain quietly in the hands of

Christian Japanese for uses satisfactory to mission enterprise. There
is little use of anticipating unfortunate developments within Japanese
society, though the course of war may bring destruction particularly to
industrial ports. Heavy loss and universal deterioration must be expect-
ed for the equipment and buildings of schools, hospitals and indeed ail
enterprises with mission ownership or contacts throughout Occupied China,
Manchuria, Formosa and Korea. Five years' experience with looting, dam-
age and abuse is ominous; and now bombing from the Chinese and United
Nations forces, other warfare, disorder in defeat and transition, willfhl
destruction as Japanese forces are pushed back, the greed of puppets,
inability or unwil lingness to provide materials or funds for repair and
preservation, all offer unhappy risks.

4* Japanese Military and Governmental Influences . Under pressure of
the times and influence from the government, Japanese Protestant churches
have united in ten "branches* or blocs, all of which are related to the
government through one Director or Leader. In one aspect of their organ-
ization they are connected with the Roman Catholic and the Russian Orth-
odox groups. There are some indications that the Protestant blo

f
cs may

soon be amalgamated in a unitary body. (Note: It is now--1943 -~under-
stood that the union has been accomplished, with the inclusion of all
Protestant bodies save the Seventh-Day Adventists and a fraction of the
Anglican-Episcopalians) . It is expected that certain theological semi-
naries and other Institutions will be combined in fewer but relatively
stronger units. All of this has its unpleasant sides of bureaucratic
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convenience, and there has been considerable reluctance among the Japan-
ese Cnristians. 3uo it is also true that for many years groups of lay-
men and some clergymen have worked toward definite unions; these leaders
and many of their followers now determine to make the best of the situ-
ation and to secure as much benefit and take as little loss as they can.
Some feel that the combined churches can better maintain themselves
against undesirable pressures than could the loosely cooperating denomi-
nations. Since 1940 no foreigner has been permitted to hold any place
considered to possess authority in Christian organizations (indeed, this
was true of all organizations throughout Japanese society), and in prin-
ciple no money was thereafter to be received from abroad toward the
support of any project of Christian work.

That Japanese pattern is being carried out to greater or lesser ex-
tent in Korea and in Occupied China. In Ilorth China a union of Protes-
tant bodies with Japanese personnel and under Japanese auspices has al-
ready been forced, and on a local basis the same process is going on in
the Yangtze Valley. These are the logical outcomes of attempts made con-
tinually but vainly until December 1941 by "the occupying forces and by
Japanese government representatives, to push forward Japanese Christians
to a role of cultural leadership, or "pacification," or displacement of
American and British missionaries as ubiquitous friends of the Chinese.
Zeedless to say, the Japanese military and official view of all such
relationships was excessively political.

It is not to be expected that superimposed changes in organization
will in themselves affect greatly the spirit and attitudes of the Chinese
Christian constituency, which has already shovni much strength and skill
in delaying, passive resistance, external conformity with inward opposi-
tion. Ilowever, the imposed changes are a further force, added to the
many forces working for dislocation in the war experience, for breaking
up the pattern of pre-war organization; and they may be an additional
confusion to Chinese leadership in readjustment at the close of the war.
There is no indication that Japanese pressures and propaganda have in-
fluenced the attitudes of Chinese Christians toward a serious, long-term
hostility to Western missionary contacts. If the war is long drawn out,

the picture might be worsened; but in general the Japanese military posi-
tion and procedures among other Asiatic peoples have destroyed the poten-
tial influence of propaganda and of civilian organization.

What has been said applies particularly to the churches and general
organizations of Christians. The taking over of schools, hospitals and

other institutional and specialized services by Japanese or their Chinese

servants will increase the already serious losses and dislocation of such

services and their valuable personnel. Where the formula is supervision

or "cooperation" rather than taking over, the disturbance of lower-grade

assistants is less sudden and complete, but the total damage to Christian

enterprise is potentially as great.

5. Dislocation of Institutions and Constituencies . Early phases of

the war brought about the dislocation of all but one of the 13 Christian

Colleges and universities, the closing or shifting of 170 among 261 middb

schools reporting, the serious damage or closing of some 60 hospitals

out of 268 reporting. Many of these disturbances were remedied in some

degree by remarkable rally and persistence in service. But there is no
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use in minimizing the real losses in means, personnel and quality of

usefulness. Migration of superior medical and educational personnel to

free territory was very extensive, and that of other valuable laymen

and some groups of pastors was considerable. Many of these Christian

leaders are employing their training and experience in similar services

for the free areas, while not a few are absorbed in nev/ emergency under-

takings of a public nature. They have been a valuable enrichment and

stimulus to interior communities, both general and Christian. Neverthe-

less there is wastage in forced and irregular transfer, inevitable fail-

ure to fit every individual into the kind of place he ought to fill,

difficulty in adjustment to the local pride and inertia of interior

communities, organizational awkwardness on the part of Christian groups,

government units and emergency services -all operating under unpreced-

ented urgencies in a vast area with wretched communications. A start-

ling instance of replacement, at the cost of tremendous effort, is the

unique periodical, The Christian Farmer , which lost almost all of a cir-

culation of 35. COO in territory occupied by the Japanese and built up a

new center and new list of 40.000 in .Vest China and other free areas.

6. Emergency Services: Medicine, Refuge, Relief . The extraordin-

ary missionary and general service throughout China in medical aid,

care of refugees, relief, maintenance of education under difficulties

even in occupied territory, support of fellowship and of .morale, is re-

markable for itr inherent values and for the gains in understanding that

are a byproduct of such services. A host of Chinese are represented in

the following statement (1939) by The China Critic , organ of intel-

lectuals often severe in weighing things missionary and western:

One of the many things that have come out of the present war
has been the realization that, whatever doubts may have existed
in the past, the Christian missions in China fully and indispen-
sably justify their existence.... How -without a moment's hesi-
tation they faced the test and were not found wanting will re-
nin one of the most dramatic and epoch-making pages in the his-
tory of Christian missions throughout the world. Today, after
to years of hostilities, the Christian missions in China have
built themselves a record of ’which they may be justly proud.
They have preached the gospel not with -words but by a practical
demonstration of the love of God and the brotherhood of man.
They have definitely found their place in the life of the nation,
fulfilling great human needs in its hour of travail.

The damaged, reduced and hampered hospitals, by extreme devotion
to emergency needs, were able to care in fairly good fashion for as
many patients as in pre-war years, with especial attention to civilian
ounded and in some parts of free territory to serious surgical cases

among .ounded soldiers. Despite the understood transfer of consider-
able personnel to government medical services, the ’weakened Christian
organizations still reached out to meet unusual suffering. They organ-
ized and largely staffed the National Christian Service Council for
Wounded Soldiers in Transit, which by 1939 had reached the scale of 973
full-time workers and over 5.0C0 volunteers; and many local services of
similar character.



Shelter and varied aid to refugees brought help to a total of
millions of persons in acute crises, and to hundreds of thousands for
long periods* Church, school and other mission properties were general-
ly devoted to such services as refugees required, and the process
continues with each new writhing of the tortuous military lines# Re-
lief work has been a leading activity of many missionary centers through-
out the weir. At one time 800 missionaries of all religious bodies were
out giving part or all of their time to it, and a large part of the dis-
tributive organization in China for the relief enterprises raising funds
abroad has been set up and conducted by missionaries and their Chinese
colleagues. In this matter the previous experience of Christian per-
sonnel in famine relief was most serviceable# The variety of methods
employed would require a catalog. Among the more common were work re-
lief on road projects and the making of clothing; provision of a daily
hot meal and often of elementary instruction for refugee children;
subsidy of the necessary charity work of mission hospitals, and supply
of prescribed food for patients leaving the hospitals for convalescence
in distressed homes; outright gifts, usually in food and bedding, to the
aged and to widows with young children; small loans or grants to re-
habilitate artisans or petty shopkeepers; provision of seeds or tools
for farmers.

Until the combinations resulting in United China Relief (1941)

•

most of the general relief (as distinguished from types exclusively
medical) was supported by the Chruch Committee for China Relief, re-
presenting the chief Protestant groups in the United States# Portions
of American Red Cross aid were also distributed through missionaries#
Personnel and buildings in China were contributed in most instances by
missions and churches. In relief work it was the common practice for
all these general organizations to work with city committees in which
Protestants and Catholics were combined. If the past tense must be
employed for relief in the occupied areas, missionaries in Free China
are continuing actively in the enterprise. They have also served the
Chinese Industrial Cooperatives, especially in experimental and train-
ing work, and in certain organizational problems. At this moment the
China administration of United China Relief, the China enterprises of

the American Red Cross, and the Directorship of the Chinese Industrial
Cooperatives have all been turned over to missionaries. The spring
and summer of 1942 saw 99 or 100 Christian hospitals at work in free

territory, by comparison with 137 known at last report to have been

active in occupied territory#

7# Current Attitudes in North American Churches # War has brought
new effort also among the North American churches whioh maintain mis-
sions. Their memberships have contributed some $2,000,000 through

church channels to the general organizations for China relief, and a

similar sum to United China Relief. They have also provided hundreds

of thousands of dollars for more modest and personal relief effort

through regular Christian agencies, usually the mission boards# De-

spite the pressure of other appeals generously supported by all sect-

ions of the American public, such as the European relief and refugee

undertakings, the United Service Organizations, and increased re-

quirements of community and church enterprises in the social, field,
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the churches have maintained their ordinary giving for missions and in

several denominations have supplied extra sums for emergencies* Several

organizations report that candidates for missionary service, often look-

ing ahead through educational preparation that -will require two or three

years and the close of the war before they can count upon beginning

active missionary duty, are fully as numerous as in recent years and

tend to be of unusually high quality and seriousness. Such financial

and personal concern for missions has been maintained in the face of

natural discouragement or disappointment over effort in Japan and the

Japanese Empire, accumulating over a period of yeans and coming to a

head in the strain of the war; and in the face of the acute disturbance
and distraction of war in the minds of the public, including the longer
and closer involvement of Canadians in the war problem of the British
Commonwealth.

Underlying this devoted support of missions under unfavorable con-
ditions is the recently developing consciousness of the Christian com-
munity around the world, and the hope that it may be strengthened to
become an effective agency of deeply felt international brotherhood.
The war has enhanced sympathy for the Chinese as victims of aggression*
and for the Koreans as well. The steadfast and costly resistance of the
Chinese against superior equipment has aroused real admiration and curi-
osity of a relatively high quality.. There is new appreciation of the
importance of the Orient in itself, and of its significance for world
peace or world conflict, its necessary part in international organiza-
tion. Church people who have been interested in missions feel the
general movement with peculiar warmth of personal participation. Many
not previously interested read missionary literature and seek out mis-
sionary speakers. Cordial respect for the leadership in China, and a
firm sense of alliance with the Chinese nation for the course of crit-
ical war and equally critical peace - these are more deeply set among
Christians with missionary concern than with the public at large.

Nor is health of attitude limited to China. In accord with all re-
flective persons the church people share a half-resentful, half-regret-
ful sense of failure to have known about or to have understood the
Japanese. The trend of thought fostered by missions is concerned with
long-time relationships, with the possibilities in Japanese sooiety and
in Japanese character for a state with which decent relations can be
maintained. At the same time, the Christian opposition to what the
Japanese have done to their neighbors is firmly rooted in the propagated
experience of missionaries and of Christian Chinese and Koreans. All in
all, the war proves to be a forcing-ground for the progress of previous
gendencies of information and of ethical interest, which may more than
hold their own against less commendable possibilities of weariness, con-
fusion and isolationist relapse. Christians attribute their presistencs
through difficulties to their conviction that individual men of every
race are of worth and dignity; and to their faith that the universe in
its ultimate spirit supports the good life, even in the midst of suffer-
ing and evil.
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VI. TRENDS AND PRESENT OUTLOOK IN CONDITIONS OF
CHINA AND JAPAN AS AFFECTING MISSIONS

1. Government Concern with Religious . Educational and Social
Organizations . Four interrelated phases of nationalism are of recent
and continuing significance to missions. First is the tendency of
governments to enter the field of religions (as in Japan with State
Shinto, and with direction of Christian and other religious bodies in
Japan and all lands under Japanese control). There is also a tendency
to build national systems of education which leave little room for
private initiative, variety or experiment; and which tend, for various
motives, to exclude religion from education. Such systems may for the
present tolerate or even welcome private effort which makes voluntary
contribution to the uniform program; but they tend in practice to dis-
courage it by mechanical, bureaucratic prescription and control, in
China as well as in the Japanese Empire* The same tendency is found in
regard to social service and activities of youth groups. Proper reg-
istration, inspection and report of all religious, educational and
social effort is an understandable need; and the support of standards
in education, health and welfare work is desirable. But the practice is

frequently not sound and helpful, and approaches the 'police state" or
totalitarian coordination (particularly under Japanese rule), or un-
limited bureaucracy (in both Japan and China).

2. Opposition to Foreign and International Connections . In Japan
and elsewhere under Japanese control, there has been a thorough and all-
pervasive effort to exclude or to undermine as harmful all enterprises

and concepts labeled as foreign or international. Certain aspects of

the old Chinese pride and exclusiveness appear in renewed prominence

under the stress of war-time developments.

3. Defence of Threatened Culture . Including Traditional Religions .

A characteristic reaction of nationalism is to assert with abnormal in-

tensity its confidence in the culture it considers to be "native," over

against new forms of institutions. Such assertion includes anciently

developed or accepted religions, exalted as adequate and superior to

others. The Shinto sects (and related State Shinto) of Japan are an

outstanding instance, but Buddhism in both China and Japan evidences

some stirrings of the same sort. Where the old culture or belief is

threatened by modern change, or is believed to be threatened, the re-

action may be convulsive.

Assertion of Vernaculars

.

There is a tendency to emphasize use

of the vernacular language in education and in all associations, as over

against English or other Western tongues. Undoubtedly certain aspects

of the vogue of English in the For East have been temporary and arti-

ficial; and on the other side, the effort to form within the traditional

language a medium of popular communication and a tool of modern educa-

tion is thoroughly right and considerably successful (here China is

particularly in mind). Yet the current tendency both in Japan and in

China is to reduce English below the level of a usable secondary lan-

guage, in circles where a decade ago there was effective reading ability
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and (in China) oral ability as well. The result is and will be to

hamper greatly cultural and social interchange on the international

scale. The bearing upon mission work and its methods is obvious. No

longer can a fraction of missionaries in the larger cities, engaged

mainly in specialized education or medical work, escape the necessity of

learning the vernacular early and adequately. The teaching of English

is in less demand. Educational exchange either or professors or of

students, and even of printed materials, will be less easy than formerly.

5. Questions of Western Prestige. The prestige of Western dem-

ocratic societies, and of cultures related with them, has been subject

to serious challenge by the course of world events since 1918 and by

international relations in the Far East since 1931* The dynamism and

effective organization, the social and psychological appeals of Russian

Communism and of Nazi Fascism, have held deep interest for Japan and for

China. From very different angles in the two countries of the Fax East,

the nominally Christian societies and cultures of America, Britain and

their smaller associates, have appeared and been made to appear effete,

purposeless and half-hearted even in devotion to their over-endowed

status quo . /e stern prestige in the ordinary sense of artificial priv-

ilege and unreal favor, missions have learned to despise. Abolition of

extraterritoriality is welcome; it has long been advocated. Reaction

in the Far East may, however, go so far as to harm real values. If the

United Nations winn a sweeping, not-too-long-delayed military victory,

and if fairly successful cooperation of America and Britain with China
is maintained through a peace settlement largely satisfactory to the
Chinese people, the problem may not be acute in that country. But the
chances of friction are serious. Within Japan the education and million
fold suggestion of recent years, early reinforced by war and disastrous
defeat with what will appear to the Japanese as cruel dismemberment and
oppression, will have damaged attitudes to the point where rarely favor-
able and skilled contacts will be required to reopen helpful interchange
with other societies.

6. Chinese Appreciation of Christian Services . In China there has
been widespread popular appreciation of the value of Christian services
and their steadfastness in time of crisis. This is the other side of
the shield just described. Voices in all ranks of the government and
among Communist leaders have joined with private persons in expressing
their cordial thanks.

7. Doubt of Underlying Concepts . In China, in Japan, and in
Korea, each with different shadings from its own experience and reflect-
ion, recent developments tend to strengthen doubts concerning the
validity of all concepts of brotherhood, peace and international organ-
ization, including Christianity.

8. Economic Distress . This is of enormous immediate and psycho-
logical consequence. Constructive efforts of all kinds must straggle
for support in lands suffering radically and long from warfare. De-
terioration of education and welfare services for civilians is already
of great magnitude, and the end is not in sight. Loss and weakening of
personnel necessary for the processes of cultural advance is incessantly
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continuing. These factors apply to Christian organizations as to others.

9. Problems of Internal Readjustment . Serious problems of post-war
internal readjustment within the Par Eastern societies will condition
cultural activity. As suggestive instances may be names: for China,
the taking apart of war-time patterns in the western provinces and re-
integration along with reoccupation of the East and North; for Japan, a
new governmental leadership anu program in the midst of economic chaos
and the loss of continental resources including Llanchuria and Korea; for
Eorea, a desperate attempt to reestablish its own life from under the
crushing weight of Japanese exploitation, with prime factors unpredict-
able .

10. Possibilities of Cultural Undertakings on the International
Scale , by the American and Other Governments

.

Although none can see
clearly the course or the extent in the next decades of this tendency,
the setting and the nuclei for large-scale governmental enterprises in
the educational and cultural phases of international relations are an
established fact. Here are great possibilities for good in the ..,aking

of a world society. Here also are chances for disillusionment in futil-
ity after clumsy experimentation. Action by one government will tend to
promote or to provoke action by other governments, with incalculable
effects upon the whole scene and opportunities for private endeavor,
especially in areas ’where "cultural policy" has aroused suspicion.

11. Continuing Needs. The need for missions and other constructive
cultural effort remains. In China and in other areas of the Far East,
ordinary educational requirements, especially in the secondary, higher
and adult levels, cannot for decades be met by public and existing pri-
vate undertakings. Health services are developing well at some points,
but are far from confronting the masses of the population. Social re-

form and welfare activities are only at their dawn . The building of

community life by voluntary association of neighbors is greatly needed,

in village as well as in city; police or bureaucratic ordering is no

substitute for the values of free cooperation in the common interest.

The breaking of old social patterns increases the unending want of in-

dividuals for faith that the good life can be lived and that effort to-

ward it has deep sanction in the nature of man and the universe. Jar

multiplies despair and cynicism, while formal peace may bring a bitter

measure of disillusion for hopes ill-founded. Faith 'supported in friend-

ly fellowship is needed now and ill be needed tomorrow.

North Americans need fuller and more intimate knowledge of the

Oriental peoples, knowledge developed in respect and sympathetic appreci-

tion of high spiritual and cultural values found among them, knowledge

developed in friendly cooperation with trusted Chinese and Japanese

personalities. They need continually renewed understanding, mediated by

trusted representatives, American and Oriental, of the progress, the

difficulties, the humanity of distant peoples. North Americans ^need

also every tie of common concern, passing through national and racial

frontiers, which can contribute to a .orld community and provide gener-

ally recognized moral standards for international organization and re-

lationships. Missions are one of the major agencies through which the

necessary approach to a world ethic and a /orld society may be gained.

The experience and the potentialities of the Christian community around
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the world are as valuable to North Americans as to those in China and

Japan who also participate in them or observe them. The development of

the best elements of missions and the remedy of their shortcomings could

mean much to cultural and to total relationships between North America
and the Far East, in their proper international setting.

12. Dominant Importance of Peace . The long prospect of missions in
cultural relations is heavily dependent upon completion of the war with
a genuine peace, with free international cooperation for mutual 'welfare

as its principle. Military totalitarianism, endless strif and impoveri-
shment, ’would make impossible the work that missions should do. The
outcome of the war for China, for Japan, for North America is a prime
determinant of the conditions in which i.iissions must work.
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Samuuel Moffett. SM-LEC\GuitiiFe . lec

THE ENCOUNTER OF CHRISTIANITY WITH NON-CHRISTIAN RELIGIONS
TROUBLE IN THE GLOBAL VILLAGE

We are delighted to be here for this seminary on "The
Encounter of Christianity with Non-Christian Religions in Asia.
But this is no easy subject you have given us: the problem of
ethnic relationships across religious and cultural barriers. If

I were to give it a title, I'd call it: "There's Lots of Trouble
in the Global Village, or The Clash of Cultures". It's the
problems, for example that Koreans face in America, or Americans
in China or Japan. Or, as in my own case as a boy, as an
American born in Korea and coming back to America for the first
time, about seventy years ago.

I was about five or six years old, and my parents put
me immediately into first grade in an American school. But, born
in Korea, I spoke Korean as easily as I did English, and when I

talked, sometimes the Korean came out before the English. And
first graders can be very cruel, and listening to me, they began
to make fun of me. "You're not an American, you're a Korean",
they shouted. Coming back home for the first time I wanted so
much to be an American, and I can't begin to tell you how much
that hurt. But you know; you've all of you probably been through
much the same thing at one time or another. Cross-cultural
prejudices can cause intense pain. And since most cultures still
have a religius base, when you add cross-religious convictions to
the cross-cultural prejudices, you intnsify the pain
exponentially.

This isn't a problem just for East Asia: for Korean-
Americans, or American-Koreans

,
and Chinese-Amer icans or

American-Chinese . It's a world problem. The world is changing so
fast. As it changes, and people move about more easily, the
world grows smaller and smaller, and the world's many cultures
(6000 of them, 6,000 recognizably different cultures according to
the anthropologists) are swirling around in ever smaller space,
bumping into each other often for the first time, and bruising
and battering innocent people in the collision. Some say that as
the world became smaller it has become "One World". Not so. Not
yet. It is still a world of 6000 colliding cultures, and in the
collisions, many millions of people are suffering great pain.

But on a smaller scale, most people don't act or think
in terms of 6000 cultures. For most peole there are only two.
US and THEM. My people, and all those foreigners. On our first
trip to America of which I spoke, my younger brother, Howard, and
I were at the rail, all excited at our first sight of what we had
been told was our home country. But we were still thinking like
Koreans, in two dimensions: Korea and the west of the world. And
Howard looked out at the dock, crowded with people, and shouted,
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"Papa, look! Look at all the foreigners!" The two cultural
dimensions: Korea, and all those foreigners. In America, it is
just the reverse: America and all those foreigners. Either way,
it hurts.

We meet people mostly, but not entirely in that kind of
a two-dimensional picture: Korean and American, Chinese and
American— two cultures so different that bringing them together
often feels like trying to fit a sguare peg into a round hole.

I have an anthropologist friend who descrbes the
difference between American culture and Asian culture in terms of
three categorical opposites. It doesn't always fit precisely
either Korea or America, for trying to deal with Asia as a whole
always leads to oversimplification. But here is how he does it.
Remember that he is analyzing traditional Asia, not post-modern
Asia

.

1. America is a culture of objective empiricism ;

Asia is a culture of subjective intuition .

2. America divides reality into particulars .

Asia melts reality into the unity of all things.
3. America is a culture of individual natural law.

Asia is a culture of cosmic law (which some call fate) .

Those are the major point. Now let me describe very briefly what
this means--these three differences.

1. Objective empiricism vs. subjective intuition. This
explains the historical western love of science and technology,
and the east's attraction to philosophy. To Americans the
physical world is the real world. That is the root of American
secularism. To the East, particularly the Buddhist, Hindu and
Shamanist East, the spirit world is just as real as the physical
world. So total reality can never be known simply by observing
and measuring what can be seen and touched. The unseen but
equally important realities of life can be known only by
meditation and intuition and prayer.

2. Particularity vs. unity. This is the problem of whether
we are to emphasize diversity or unity, the parts or the whole.
The west tends to study the differences of the parts, Asia looks
for the unity of the whole. So the West sees a difference
between human life, and animal life. You mustn't kill people,
but it is all right to kill cows, and eat beef. India says, No,
all life is sacred, so you mustn't kill cows. This leades to
different emphases on human rights. The particular ist West
concentrates on individual rights. In Asia, the stress is on the
larger units of human society, on family rights, and community
rights, and national rights.

3. Natural law vs. cosmic law. The third basic difference
is between the American belief that man (human beings) has the
natural power to control human destiny, whereas Asian tradition
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teaches that the ultimate destiny of mankind is beyond our power

to control. There is a strong sense of "fate" in Asian
philosophy. The American culture puts man in charge of his own

fate, able to distinguish between right and wrong, justice and

injustice for all. Asian culture weakens these distinctions. It

acts as if what is right for one may be wrong for another,
depending on his or her position in society. In America the aim
of society is justice. In Asia the aim is harmony and peace.

But let me focus now on the interaction of Christian
truth with non-Christian religions. Anthropologists tell us that
there are some 6,000 cultures in the modern world. Most of tham
have a religious base. The question is, how does or does not,
should or should not, interest with them. That would take 6,000
lectures

.

Fortunately, two facts reassure me. and make me willing
to add our part, the two of us, to this discussion of Christian
truth facing diverse religions. The first fact is that the
weight of informed opinion these days seem to be that "human
reasoning processes are essentially the samed no matter what
one's culture is (Kraft, Christianity in Culture , p. 57). If
that is so, it means we can understand other cultures if we try.
The second reassuring fact is that the Bible is a multicultural
book. Christianity itself, in fact, is multicultural—however
much any one Christian in any part of the world may choose to
ignore that fact. Christianity, in other words, from the
beginning has proved itself uncannily able to relate in relevant
ways to cultures as different as Hebrew, Greek, Roman, Indian,
Persian and Ethiopian—all in the first century, as there is
ample evidence to believe. What Pentecost was to language; the
Bible is to culture when it is rightly handled.

This means that Christianity at ilts best is culturally
flexible. But what about the Gospel. What about the verse,
"Jesus Christ the same yesterday, today and forever"? My wife,
who likes anthropology and is always asking me questions I can't
answer, stopped me in my tracks one day by saying, Sam, what is
the culture of the Kingdom of God.?" Well, what is the culture
of the Kingdom? Can anyone tell me? Pearly gates and golden
harps? How would you answer the question"

If we can't define the culture of the Kingdom of God,
how can we describe a Christian culture. I hope no one will try
to tell me it's American culturel But if we can't define a
Christian culture, how can we define a non-Christian culture
clearly enough to talk meaningfully enough about interaction
between them. As soon as I distinguish between Christian culture
and non-Christian culture, I am taking one strand of culture, the
religious, and making religion the basic identifying feature of
culture. It's not. It is an extremely important feature--but
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only one of many. Some even say it is one of the three most
commonly used, but not necessarily correctly used, identifying
features of culture: the three Rs of culture—Race, Rhetoric
(i.e. language) and Religion.

But there is a hidden trap in identifying religion with
culture. We are warned by our own church history not to confuse
American or western cultural principles and judgments with "the
absolutes of God". Should we not therefore, be equally careful
not to confuse other cultures with their non-Christian religions?
I submit that there is no religious barrier against the Christian
accepting the proposition that every culture, including out own,
stands under the judgment of God. Having said that, however, we
must confess with shame that it is immensely easier to recognize
the validity of other cultures (cultures, not religions) in
theory than in practice. How many barriers of pride and
prejudice we manage to erect against them. And how often we
justify our prejudices by calling them religious. We are all
culture-conditioned. And the challenge is: how can we keep our
Christian faith culture flexible without losing our Christian
convicitons and commitment.

But I am pesonally more interest in a deeper question.
What I have said so far might seem to be implying that culture is
religiously neutral. That is not so. I don't believe that any
culture yet has been successfully separated from its religious
base without being transformed--and transformed sometimes almost
beyond recognition.

The question, then, is: if we must accept the validity
of other cultures, and if culture .is related to religion, must we
accept the validity of other religions as well?

My answer is going to be "No"—and you may debate it.
But it would be dishonest of me to pretend I am theologically
neutral. That kind of neutrality is the impossible but allegedly
necessary goal of the professional scientific anthropologist, and
it is not possible for a missionary like me. (I question if its
possible even for anthropologists, but that is another matter)

.

But for the missionary, — for any Christian, really, — it must be
stated, not defensively argued and above all not dishonestly
hidden, that we are not neutral. From the Christian viewpoint we
must say that that cultures are never ultimately valid, including
our own. Cultures are essentially pragmatic, so when we say we
accept them as valid we are speaking in relative terms, not
absolutes. And what is valid for Korea or China or the USA today
as a culture may be quite different from its equally valid
culture ten or twenty years from now.

Syncretism (i.e. homogenizing the differences) may be
perfectly acceptable in the encounter of two culures, in fact, it
often strengthens both cultures. But I don't believe the same is
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Syncretism (i.e. homogenizing the differences) may be

perfectly acceptable in the encounter of two culures, in fact, it

often strengthens both cultures. But I don't believe the same is

true of religion. Religions do change. Even Christinity
changes. But at the root of each religion is a total commitment
to some center—even if that center is the denial of all
absolutes, as in mysticism or its opposite, secularism.
Christian faith has more of a commitment to absolutes than most:

at its center is Jesus Christ, a figure of history, who is

nevertheless the same yesterday, today and forever. And Jesus
Christ tells us to take the gospel to all cultures.

This Christian rejection of religious syncretism is

often taken to be a rejection of other cultures, and for this we
Christians are to be blamed. How easily, how unwittingly
sometimes, we confuse culture and religion. But I do not think
the way to be rid of our guilt is to turn from cultural
exclusivism, which is wrong, to religious syncretism which is

also wrong. Religious syncretism is the easy way, the currently
popular way. (Chung Hyun Kyung, for example) . But I think it is

the wrong way. We are tempted by the romantic appeal of gentle
tolerance of all faiths, and repelled by narrow exclusivism. It
sounds so comfortably simple to say with John Haynes Holmes, the
Unitarian, "Religion has not many voices, but only one", or "God
has many faces; not just one". Or with so mamy even in our
churches, who say, "You have your faith, I have mine, and we are
both right". Perhaps, and perhaps not. How many times I have
heard admirable Christian, eager to avoid offense, say to those
of other faiths that there are many roads to God; God is too
great to limit himself to one small path, one little book, one
single revelation of himself in one small man of Nazareth.

It does not embarrass me to answer, as I do, that the
small man of Nazareth has proved, to me at least, infinitely
larger than I have been able to comprehend. And that it is more
noble for a great God to act small when it is necessary, as He
did in Jesus Christ, than for a small man or woman to act big.
And that though God's way does seem narrow—even to me, a
Christian— it may stil be the best way if it leads, as He Himself
said, to the Truth, and just as important as truth, to Life.

One trouble with religious syncretism is that it is
more philosophical than religious. It tries to be balanced,
dispassionate, and religion is passionate. One of the virtues of
the Christian faith is that it begins not with a philosophical
idea of God, but with history . Most of the world's religions
play fast and loose with history. Buddhism and Hinduism
essentially deny the reality of history. Mohammed tried to
control history, and failed, though his fundamentalist followers
are still trying to rewrite history after their own fashion. The
same is true of non-religious secularism, as in secularized Islam
or secularized Christianity, which leads to crusades and jihads
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and bloody wars. Jesus Christ, to me, is the one, unrepeatable
man of history who could, had he so so chosen, have controlled
history, but chose rather to give up his power over short-range
history (as in the story of the temptation in the wilderness) in
order to give freedom to the human race that men and women might
have life in history, and eternal life beyond history. All this,
because in an utterly unigue way he came from the Creator of
History whom He taught us to call Father.

Dag Hammarskjold, Sec. General of the United Nations,
spoke at the Evanston Assembly of the World Council of Churches
in 1952, which I attended, and spoke about history: "The Cross
is that place at the centre of the world's history. . .where all
men and all nations without exception stand revealed as enemies
of God... and yet where all men stand revealed as beloved of God,
precious in God's sight."

He continued: "So understood, the Cross, although it is
the unique fact on which the Christian churches base their hope,
should not separate those of the Christian faith from others, but
should instead be that element in their lives which enables them
to stretch out their hands to peoples of other creeds [other
cultures] in the feeling of universal brotherhood which we hope
one day to see reflected in a world of nations truly united."
( Ecumenical Review . July 1956, p. 402, cited by W.A. Visser 't
Hooft, No Other Name . (Naperville, IL: SCM, 1963), p. 115).

I don't find what Hammarskjold called "the unique fact
of the Cross" in any of the other religions, and I am not willing
to dilute the uniqueness which that fact of history history gives
to my Christian faith. I don't like additives in my diet,
whether chemical or religions, physical or spiritual.

I remember a disillusioning encounter with syncretism
in the form of an amiable conversation I had with the head of Zen
Buddhism in Korea. I had been trying in visits to temples of
other Buddhist orders to pin down to my satisfaction an
identification of the Goddess of Mercy (in Koreean Kwanseum
posal ) . A goddess should be female, I thought, but in Korea she
is often confusingly male. So Iasked the Venerable Ku Sam, "Who
is the Goddess of Mercy?" "Don't you know?" he said with a
disarming Zen smile. "No," I said, "I don't." "Why," he said,
you are the Goddess of Mercy". I winced, and he added, "So am
I." But that didn't make me feel any better. If there is one
thing I know I am not, it is the Goddess of Mercy." 'I'm even
less, much, much lelss, the God of Mercy, for I do know who that
is—through Jesus Christ. I'm not the Goddess of Mercy, and the
Goddess of Mercy is not Jesus Christ. Chung Hyun-Kyung, the
charming Korean syncretist who lectures much in American, and
John Naynes Holmes the Unitarian to the controary, "All religions
do not speak with the same voice." Syncretism is not the answer.
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But the opposite error is just as bad. This is the

view that all religions except Christianity, which is utterly
true, are absolutely false. So wipe them off the face of the

earth, the sooner the better. Let me give you an example. Among
the earliest missionaries there was a splendidly zealous, but
hopelessly narrow independent Baptist who unfortunately believed
that since there was only absolute evil in Buddhism, his duty was
to fall upon unsuspecting Buddhist temples and try to lop off the
heads of their sacred Buddhas. My father called him "Old
Fireblower". And he took to the mission field as if it were a

battle to the death.

But where does that leave us? I'm afraid that so far I

may have simply been clearing away the underbrush. I've taken
two extremes: radical syncretism ("You are the Goddess of Mercy";
and radical confrontation (Old Fireblower) . And of course
neither is a desirable approach to the other religions. Where is

the golden mean?
My approach, and what I believe to be the Christian

approach to people of other religions is: Don't try to bludgeon
them to death; learn to love them; but don't be afraid to differ
from them. I prefer the open-handed honesty of a Christian
conviction, like that of Dag Hammarskjold . Appreciation of other
cultures is not inextricably lined to an uncritical approval of
their religions.

The best approach will be neither syncretistic nor
confrontational insofar as that can be avoided. It had better be
kind, informal, humble and rational. It had also better be
Biblical, or it won't be Christian--but not Bible-thumping.
Scripture is our rule of faith, the primary external standard.
Guided by Scripture, the second normative point of reference for
relationship with other religions will be the community of faith,
the Church. These are the two guidelines of contact, but the
point of contact will always be personal, and properly personal.
There are all kinds of persons. Which is why, between the two
extremes of syncretistic embrace, and adversarial rejection there
is such a bewildering array of Christian approaches, all striving
to find the golden mean. In a sense, every encounter with people
of other religions is a different encounter, even if the people
all ;come from the same religion.

How can I ever say that there is nothing good in other
religions and nothing bad in Chkristians, when I have known so
many good Buddhists and so many bad Christians. The Venerable Ku
San, head of the Zen Buddhists, i found I liked so much better
than some of the Christian missionaries I have known— like Old
Fireblower

.

I didn't tell you how I met Ku San, did I? Eileen and
I were in the habit of getting away from the huge, modern,
sprawling city of Seoul, with its 10 million people (more people
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than in the whold state of New Jersey) whenever we could.
Eileen, who is always an anthropologist as well as an evangelist,
had already fallen in love with Korea's beauty and culture. She
discovered that Korea which is rightly proud of its 5000 year-old
cultural heritae had numbered about 150 of the most precious
symbols of that heritage—what it called its "national treasures-
-first class—and being a photographer she decided she wanted to
photograph all 150 of them. There were two or three in the great
Zen Buddhist temple near Soonchun, so one weekend we took off to
bisit the temple, and as we were looking around, Eileen heard me
speaking to one of the priests in English, and thought that was
odd. But looking closer she saw that the priest was white, and
blud-eyed, an American, as it turned out. He had come to learn
Buddhism first-hand as a novice. He said, "Wouldn't you like to
meet our abbot (our sunim) . and we were delighted. He took us
over to one of the building, and in the courtyard were two monks.
One, in fine robes was standing on the porch, looking at the sun.
The other was sweeping the bare ground of the court with a broom
of sticks and leaves. I went up to the man in the fine robes and
bowed, obviously the abbot. But I was wrong. The abbot was the
man sweeping the ground. I learned a lesson iZn humility that k

day from those Buddhists. Not everything in Buddhism is of the
devil, despite Old Fireblower's rigid dogmatisms.

But that does not lead me to syncretism. John Hick (in
God and the Universe of Faith) proposed what is today a very
popular kind of approach to nom-Christian faiths. He says it is
not syncretism, because what he proposes is not a fusion of the
best in all religions—that eould indeed be syncretism— but
rather a revolutionary proposal that each religionist leave his
commitment to the God of his own religion, for a commitment to
the God who is at the center of all religion. But what is wrong
with this, as Bishop Newbigin gently observes, ils that in essenc
what Hicks is really asking us to do is to leave our God for his
God. Hick puts it a bit better, of course. He asks us, in his
words, to "move from a confessional to a "truth-seeking" stance
in dialogue" (J. H., in Christian Theology and Inter-religious
Dialogue", World Faith , no. 103, Autumn 1977, p. 11). And there,
I am afraid he begs the question, unfairly implying that none of
the world's religions are turth-seeking if they stand committed
to the glimpses of truth they already have. (See Newbigin, The
Open Secret , p. 184-187. I don't think that is fair to
Chkristianity . I don't even that that that is fair to Buddhism.
I would not be averse to asking a Buddhist to consider a
commitment to Christ. At the same time, I would not have the
arrogance to ask him to accpty my imperfect philosophical
conception of God. And that, I am afraid, is what Hick asks me
to do. Abandon my faith in Jesus Christ as perfect Man and
Perfect God, for Hicks vague philosophic concept of a God of all
the faiths.

Let me revert to the Venerable Ku San. As we drank tea
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The Parable of the Lost Sheep, Luke 15: 1-7

Kmg James Version

Then draw near unto him all the publicans and
sinners for to hear him.

And the Pharisees and scribes murmered,
saying, This man receiveth sinners and eateth

with them.

And he spake this parable unto them, saying,

What man of you, having an hundred sheep, if

he lose one of them, doth not leave the ninety

and nine in the wilderness and go after that

which is lost, until he find it?

And when he hath found it, he layeth it on his

shoulders, rejoicing

And when he cometh home, he calleth

together his friends and neighbours, saying

unto them, Rejoice with me; for I have found my
sheep which was lost.

I say unto you, that likewise joy shall be in

heaven over one sinner that repenteth, more
than over ninety and nine just persons, which

need no repentance.

Gullah Version

One time a heap a tax collecta en odda sinna

come fa yer Jestts- —
En de Pharisee en de law-teesha dem staat fa

mek cumplain, say, "Dis man sociate wid sinna

en ebn eat mong am.

Now den Jesus done know dem binna mek
cumplain bout am.

So e tell am one parryubble, say, "Supposin a

hondad sheep blonks ta one a oona. Ef one a

dem sheep done loss een de wood, wa you fa

do? Sho nof, you gwain lef de ninety-nine

oddares safe een de pasta. You gwain saach fa

de one wa loss tel you fin am, eni?

Wen you done fin am, you be too heppy, so

you put am cross you shoulda, cyar am ta you ^

yaad.

Den wen you git tal you yaad, you gwain hail

you fren en you neba, say, ‘A done bin loss one

a me sheep. En a saach far am tel now a done
fin am. Com ta me yaad en les we make merry?

Dat wa oona gwain do. Now sho nof e stan jus ..

lokka dis. Wen one a oona fin you loss sheep,

oona fa make merry.

Same feshion, all dem wa een Hebn gwain

rejaice weneba ebn jis one sinna yar pon dis

arth ton fom e sin en staat fa waak wid Jesus. "
r~r

Fa true, all dem gwain be rejaicin tummoch noyv

fa dat one wa done waak wid Jesus. Dem gwain

rejaice far am mor den fa ninety-nine oddares

who tink, say, ‘A yent need fa ractify me way!
'

Bery well den.'
"

vw
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